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[TRANSLATION   TRADUCTION]

TREATY 1 BETWEEN THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC AND THE SOCIAL 
IST FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA

The Contracting Parties,
Convinced that peaceful co-operation and good-neighbourly relations be 

tween the two countries and their peoples serve the basic interests of the two 
States,

Considering that the agreements which they have heretofore concluded have 
created conditions favourable to the further development and strengthening of 
mutual relations,

Convinced that equality among States, renunciation of the use of force and 
consequent respect for sovereignty, territorial integrity and the inviolability of 
borders, peaceful settlement of disputes, non-interference in the internal affairs of 
other States and respect for freedoms and basic rights are, together with the 
fulfilment in good faith of all international obligations, the foundation for 
safeguarding peace and international security and developing friendly relations 
and co-operation among States,

Confirming their loyalty to the principle of the broadest protection of citizens 
belonging to ethnic groups (minorities) which derives from their Constitutions and 
their domestic law and which each Party applies independently and drawing also 
upon the principles of the Charter of the United Nations, the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights,2 the International Convention on the Elimination of 
All Forms of Racial Discrimination3 and the International Convenants on Human 
Rights,4

Desiring by this Treaty to demonstrate their shared intention to expand, in 
the interests of the two countries, their existing ties of good-neighbourliness and 
peaceful co-operation,

Convinced also that this will contribute to the strengthening of peace and 
security in Europe,

Have agreed as follows:
Article 1, The part of the frontier between the Italian Republic and the So 

cialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia not indicated as such in the Treaty of Peace 
with Italy of 10 February 1947' is described in the text in annex I and plotted on 
the map in annex II to this Treaty.

In the event of a discrepancy between the description of the frontier and the 
map, the text shall be deemed to be authentic.

1 Came into force on 3 April 1977 by the exchange of the instruments of ratification, which took place at 
Belgrade, in accordance with article 9.

2 United Nations, Official Records of the General Assembly, Third Session, Part I, p. 71.
3 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 660, p. 195.
4 Ibid., vol. 993, p. 3, and vol. 999, p. 171.
5 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 49, p. 3.
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Article 2. The frontier between the two States in the Gulf of Trieste is 
described in the text in annex III and plotted on the map in annex IV to this 
Treaty.

In the event of a discrepancy between the description of the frontier and the 
map, the text shall be deemed to be authentic.

Article 3. The nationality of persons who on 10 June 1940 were Italian na 
tionals and had their permanent residence in the territory referred to in arti 
cle 21 of the Treaty of Peace with Italy of 10 February 1947, and also the 
nationality of their descendents born after 10 June 1940, shall be determined by 
the legislation of the Party in whose territory such persons are residing at the time 
of the entry into force of this Treaty.

Persons forming part of the Italian ethnic group (of the Italian minority) and 
persons forming part of the Yugoslav ethnic group (of the Yugoslav minority) to 
whom the preceding paragraph applies shall have the option of moving to Italian 
or Yugoslav territory respectively, under the terms stipulated in the exchange of 
letters in annex VI to this Treaty.

Where households are concerned, the wishes of each spouse shall be taken 
into account and, if they coincide, the fact that one spouse may be of a different 
ethnic origin shall not be taken into account.

Minor children shall follow one or the other of their parents according to the 
private law regulating separation in the territory where the parents have their 
permanent residence at the time of the entry into force of this Treaty.

Article 4. The two Governments shall, as soon as possible, conclude an 
agreement on a global lump-sum compensation which is equitable and acceptable 
to the two Parties, in respect of the property, rights and interests of Italian natural 
and juridical persons that were situated in the part of the territory referred to in 
article 21 of the Treaty of Peace with Italy of 10 February 1947 which falls within 
the boundaries of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, and that were 
nationalized, expropriated or subjected to other restrictions by the Yugoslav 
military, civilian or local authorities after the date on which the Yugoslav Armed 
Forces entered that territory.

To that end, the two Governments shall enter into negotiations within two 
months from the date of the entry into force of this Treaty.

In the course of these negotiations, the two Governments shall give 
favourable consideration to the possibility of allowing, in certain instances, 
rightful owners who make an application to that effect within a given period of 
time to dispose freely of the property referred to above in cases where it has 
already been given over to the use or administration of close family members of 
the owner or in similar cases.

Article 5. In order to settle the question of social security benefits and 
retirement pensions for the persons referred to in article 3 of this Treaty, the two 
Parties shall as soon as possible conclude an agreement governing matters which 
have not already been settled pursuant to the General Protocol of 14 November 
1957, by the Agreement concluded between them on that same date.

To that end, the two Governments shall enter into negotiations within two 
months from the date of the entry into force of this Treaty.
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Pending conclusion of the Agreement provided for in the first paragraph of 
this article, the interests of persons who are currently receiving social security 
benefits or retirement pensions and who are covered by article 3 of this Treaty 
shall be safeguarded by the measures set out in annex IX to this Treaty.

Article 6. The two Parties confirm their intention to develop their economic 
co-operation further with a view in particular to improving the living conditions of 
the frontier populations of the two countries.

To that end, they have simultaneously concluded an agreement on the devel 
opment of economic co-operation.

Article 7. On the date of the entry into force of this Treaty, the Memo 
randum of Understanding signed at London on 5 October 1954' and its annexes 
shall cease to have effect in relations between the Italian Republic and the 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia.

Each Party shall so notify the Government of the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland, the Government of the United States of America 
and the United Nations Security Council within 30 days from the entry into force 
of this Treaty.

Article 8. Each Party declares that, when the Special Statute annexed to the 
Memorandum of Understanding signed at London on 5 October 1954 ceases to 
have effect, it shall maintain in force the internal measures already taken in 
application of the aforesaid Statute and shall ensure under its domestic law that 
the level of protection stipulated for members of the respective ethnic groups (of 
the respective minorities) in the expired Special Statute is maintained.

Article 9. This Treaty shall be ratified as soon as possible and shall enter 
into force on the date of the exchange of the instruments of ratification, 
simultaneously with the Agreement on the development of economic co-operation 
between the two countries, signed on today's date. 2

The exchange of the instruments of ratification shall take place at Belgrade.
DONE at Osimo, Ancona, on 10 November 1975, in two original copies in the 

French language.

For the Government For the Government 
of the Italian Republic: of the Socialist Federal Republic

of Yugoslavia:
M. RUMOR MILOS MIMIC

1 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 235, p. 99. 
: See p. 119 of this volume.
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ANNEX I

The demarcation of the frontier line ends at mark 65/36, situated about 800 metres 
north of the village of Medeazza on the small slope of hill 127. From mark 65/36, the 
frontier line runs towards a small post marked B/Trieste 25610, set 24.1 metres to the east 
on a pile of stones. With an azimuth of 104 , it then proceeds towards an iron pipe which 
constitutes primary mark No. 1, situated 11.2 metres away. From here to Mt. Goli, the 
frontier line is marked by iron pipes projecting about 1.60 metres from the ground and 
painted black and white or red and white. From primary mark No. 1, the line proceeds 
towards the north slopes of Mt. Ermada. After crossing the Medeazza-Brestovizza rural 
road and leaving point 225 in Italian territory and point 246 in Yugoslav territory, the line 
reaches the Medeazza-Ceroglie road and passes north of Mt. Ermada. At this point, the 
line, shown by primary mark No. 2, is situated 7.40 metres north of the axis of the 
Medeazza-Ceroglie road and about 1,450 metres east of the village of Medeazza, which 
remains to the west. The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. 1 to primary 
mark No. 2 is given in table 1.

From primary mark No, 2, with a mean azimuth of about 180 , the line proceeds 
towards Mt. Ermada and, when it reaches the mule track situated about 250 metres north of 
its summit, changes direction and, with an azimuth of 60 , proceeds towards the Medeazza- 
Ceroglie road. Primary mark No. 3 is situated 7.7 metres from the axis of the road and 
about 1,500 metres northwest of the village of Cerpglie. The course of the frontier line from 
primary mark No. 2. to primary mark No. 3 is given in table 2.

From primary mark No. 3, the line proceeds for about 480 metres with a mean azimuth 
of 65  and then, with a mean azimuth of 180 , continues up to point 215. Here it changes 
direction and turns eastwards, with a mean azimuth of approximately 85 .

After crossing the Ceroglie-Brestovizza road about 1,000 metres from the village of 
Ceroglie, which remains to the south, the line passes north of Mt. Sambuco and reaches 
point 206, situated about 250 metres north of point 212. From there, the line continues with 
an azimuth of 95  for about 1,000 metres until it reaches a spot 13.3 metres from where the 
rural roads intersect with a drystone wall at point 167. Primary mark No. 4 is situated at 
this spot about 1,000 metres from the road linking the villages of Malchina and Goriano, 
with the road remaining to the southeast. The course of the frontier line from primary 
mark No. 3 to primary mark No. 4 is given in table 3.

From primary mark No. 4, the line continues southeastwards with a mean azimuth of 
approximately 160 , leaving point 218 in Italian territory and passing about 100 metres east 
of it. It then cuts across the intersection of the rural roads and, passing through point 202, 
reaches a point 3 metres from the Malchina-Goriano road. Remaining an average distance 
of 3.5 metres from this road, it follows it for about 560 metres in a northeasterly direction. 
Primary mark No. 5 is situated there, and the road up to this point remains at all times in 
Italian territory. The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. 4 to primary 
mark No. 5 is given in table 4.

From primary mark No. 5, after crossing the road and continuing for about 200 me 
tres with an azimuth of 155 , the frontier line turns eastwards and, with a mean azimuth 
of 125  to 135 , proceeds along the slopes of Mt. Na Precnichi, passing about 200 me 
tres northeast of point 256 on that mountain. Continuing in the same direction, the line 
reaches the S. Pelagio-Goriano road. Then, heading southwards, it follows the road 
for about 19.2 metres before reaching a point about 2 metres from the north wall of the 
Italian frontier-post building. It then crosses the road. Primary mark No. 6 is situated at this 
point, 4.7 metres from the axis of the road. The course of the frontier line from primary 
mark No. 5 to primary mark No. 6 is given in table 5.

Next, with a mean azimuth of approximately 130 , the frontier line proceeds towards 
the north slopes of Mt. S. Leanardo, crossing the S. Pelagio-Goriano road and passing 
350 metres northeast of point 343, 150 metres from point 312 and 70 metres north of 
point 333 on Mt. S. Leonardo. Primary mark No. 7 is situated here, 70 metres north of
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point 333. The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. 6 to primary mark No. 7 is 
given in table 6.

From primary mark No. 7 the line proceeds, with a mean azimuth of approximately 
135 , along the northeast slopes of Mt. S. Leonardo for about 900 metres and then, on a 
rural road, turns towards Samatorza, continues for about 300 metres and then changes 
direction and proceeds with an azimuth of approximately 140 . The mule track which it 
follows on this segment remains in Yugoslav territory. The frontier line then passes through 
point 366 and reaches point 413, where primary mark No. 8 is situated. The course of the 
frontier line from primary mark No. 7 to primary mark No. 8 is given in table 7.

From primary mark No. 8, with a mean azimuth of approximately 90 , the frontier line 
continues up to point 424 on Colle dell'Agnello and then bears southwards, with an azimuth 
of approximately 145  in the first segment and then with an azimuth of 180 , proceeding for 
about 650 metres. At this point, the line turns eastwards and, with an azimuth of 
approximately 100 , reaches the north slopes of Ostri Vrh, leaving point 499 about 
160 metres to the south. From here, the line proceeds to the north slopes of Mt. Lanaro, 
leaving point 545 about 124 metres to the south. Primary mark No. 9 is situated here. The 
course of the frontier line from primary mark No. 8 to primary mark No. 9 is given in 
table 8.

With a mean azimuth now of approximately 125 , the line proceeds towards point 497, 
situated about 1,000 metres from primary mark No. 9 in the direction of the village of 
Vercogliano di Monrupino. It then changes direction and, with an azimuth of 138 , 
continues for 450 metres, after which it turns again and, without other changes, passes 
through point 459 on the Colle dell'Anitra. Primary mark No. 10 is situated here, about 
650 metres from the village of Vogliano which remains to the southeast. The course of the 
frontier line from primary mark No. 9 to primary mark No. 10 is given in table 9.

From primary mark No. 10, the line proceeds towards primary mark No. 11, which is 
situated west of the Opicina-Duttogliano road, 4.6 metres from the axis of the road and 
150 metres from kilometre post No. 4 in the direction of the village of Duttogliano. In this 
segment, the line passes about 220 metres from the village of Vogliano (point 327), which 
remains to the east in Yugoslav territory, and crosses the railway line about 300 metres 
south of the railway bridge situated south of the Vercogliano di Monrupino station. The 
course of the frontier line from primary mark No. 10 to primary mark No. 11 is given in 
table 10.

From primary mark No. 11, with a mean azimuth of approximately 130 , the line 
proceeds towards Mt. Orsario and, after crossing the road from Opicina to Duttogliano and 
Vercogliano and leaving point 429 about 100 metres to the south in Italian territory, 
continues without change as far as point 473 on Mt. Orsario. From there, the line continues 
with a mean azimuth of approximately 130  for about 1,000 metres and then, with an 
azimuth of approximately 175 , reaches the Opicina-Sesana road in the locality of Fernetti. 
Primary mark No. 12 is situated here, 4.5 metres northwest of the former axis of the road. 
Primary mark No. 12 and secondary mark No. 12/1 are currently shown by metal plates 
fastened to the asphalt surface. The primary mark is situated in the northern lane of the 
road and the secondary mark in the centre of the newly constructed lanes. The course of 
the frontier line from primary mark No. 11 to primary mark No. 12 is given in table 11.

From primary mark No. 12, after intersecting the Opicina-Sesana road with an azimuth 
of approximately 170 , the line continues up to secondary mark No. 12/3, where it changes 
direction with a mean azimuth of approximately 230  and reaches the road to Orle, which it 
crosses about 380 metres from the intersection with the Opicina-Sesana road. The line now 
passes between point 370, which remains in Italian territory, and the sink-hole at point 264, 
which remains in Yugoslav territory. After reaching the bridge over the Trieste-Sesana 
railway, near the road to Orle, and 750 metres from the town, which remains to the 
northeast, it cuts diagonally across the bridge, leaving it available for joint use, then crosses 
the road and proceeds with an azimuth of approximately 120 , passing about 325 metres 
northeast of Mt. Franco (point 407). When it crosses the Trebiciano-Orle carriage road, it 
changes direction. From here, with a mean azimuth of approximately 135 , it proceeds
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towards Mt. dei Fini and reaches point 476. Primary mark No. 13 is situated here, 4 metres 
away from the old triangulation point. The course of the frontier line from primary 
marie No. 12 to primary mark No. 13 is given in table 12.

From primary mark No. 13, with an azimuth of approximately 150 , the line turns and 
continues up to the Gropada-Lipizzano road and, about 700 metres away from Gropada 
(crossroads) in the direction of Lipizzano, changes direction and proceeds with a mean 
azimuth of 135  towards Mt. Cocusso. It crosses the Basovi/za-Sesana road at the bend at 
point 386 north of Basovizza and then, still with an azimuth of 135 , continues as far as the 
Basovizza-Corgnale road, where primary mark No. 14 is situated. This mark is positioned 
4.8 metres from the axis of the road about 100 metres south of the crossroads, in the 
direction of Lipizzano (point 407). The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. 13 
to primary mark No. 14 is given in table 13.

From primary mark No. 14, the line proceeds with an azimuth of approximately 129  
and crosses the Basovizza-Corgnale road and several rural roads on the southwest slope of 
Mt. Cocusso. Near the summit, it veers slightly eastwards and after reaching point 672, 
which it leaves together with a rural road in Italian territory, proceeds with an azimuth 
of 107 . It runs on for about 600 metres before reaching a rural road on the east face of 
Mt. Cocusso. From here with a mean azimuth of approximately 135 , it descends towards 
the church of S. Tommaso, crosses several rural roads, passes northeast of Grozzana 
leaving the town about 200 metres away, and reaches the rural road between Grozzana and 
S. Tommaso. The line passes about 150 metres west of the cemetery. Here it changes 
direction and, with an azimuth of approximately 190 , heads straight for point 621 on 
Mt. Goli, where primary mark No. 15 is situated. Primary mark No. 15 coincides with 
primary mark No. XIII. The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. 14 to pri 
mary mark No. 15 is given in table 14.

From primary mark No. XIII, the frontier line descends towards the Basovizza- 
Erpelle-Cosina road with a mean azimuth of 245 , crosses a rural road and then a carriage 
road linking Pes  with the village of Vercogliano, and then crosses the Pese-Erpelle-Cosina 
road about 700 metres from Pes . Primary mark No. XII is situated here, on the southwest 
side of the road, 20 metres from the Italian frontier post at Pes . The course of the frontier 
line from primary mark No. XIII to primary mark No. XII is given in table 15.

From primary mark No. XII, the line proceeds towards the railway line between 
Erpelle Cosina and Trieste and, with a mean azimuth of 230 , crosses it 300 metres east of 
the Draga S. Elia station, then twice crosses the Chervari stream and heads southeast of 
the railway line. Remaining south of the railway, the line proceeds as far as primary 
mark No. XI, situated near the entrance to the tunnel south of the town of Draga S. Elia 
and 550 metres southeast of Mt. Stena (point 442). The course of the frontier line from 
primary mark No. XII to primary mark No. XI is given in table 16.

From primary mark No. XI, the line moves on with an azimuth of 230  and descends 
towards the Botazzo stream, which it crosses 100 metres from the locality of Botazzo. 
Leaving the village of Botazzo in Italian territory, the line crosses a rural road, then a mule 
track and the Grisa stream. From here it ascends the east slopes of Mt. Carso following the 
steepest incline and, with a mean azimuth of approximately 230  in the first segment and 
255  in the second, reaches the summit of Mt. Carso at point 457, northwest of triangulation 
point 326 (Mt. Carso). Primary mark No. X is situated here, The course of the frontier line 
from primary mark No. XI to primary mark No. X is given in table 17.

From primary mark No. 12, the line proceeds southwards with a mean azimuth of 190 , 
keeping to the west face of Mt. Carso. After following the middle of the slope for about 
1,500 metres, the line changes direction and, with a mean azimuth of approximately 260 , 
descends about 450 metres. From here it proceeds towards Prebenico and after 200 metres, 
at the intersection of the Prebenico-S. Dorligo rural roads, again changes direction and, 
with a mean azimuth of 230 , emerges from a dense wood onto the S. Dorligo-S. Servolo 
road. The line reaches this road about 350 metres from the intersection with the Prebenico 
road, which lies to the southwest, and 200 metres from the Italian frontier post. Primary
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mark No. IX is situated here. The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. X to 
primary mark No. IX is given in table 18.

From primary mark No. IX, the line proceeds with a mean azimuth of 200  towards the 
village of Prebenico. About 100 metres from the rural road that leads towards the village, 
the line turns sharply southwards as far as the bend in the rural road between Prebenico and 
Crociata di Prebenico. From here for about 600 metres, the line follows the road, which 
remains entirely in Italian territory, and then with an azimuth of approximately 255  passes 
east of the locality of Crociata di Prebenico. With a mean azimuth of 247 , the line heads 
straight for the rural road linking the locality of Crociata di Prebenico with the village of 
Ospo, running into this road about 100 metres from the crossroads in the locality of 
Crociata di Prebenico, which remains to the northwest and in Italian territory. Primary 
mark No. VIII is positioned here, 80 metres from the Italian frontier post at Ospo. The 
course of the frontier line from primary mark No. IX to primary mark No. VIII is given in 
table 19.

Proceeding from primary mark No. VIII with an initial azimuth of approximately 250 , 
the line crosses the Ospo stream and runs past the bridge over the road, which remains in 
Yugoslav territory; it then veers to the right with an azimuth of approximately 270 , turning 
sharply towards point 178 on Mt. de Bosco Vignano. Primary mark No. VII is situated at 
the summit, exactly 8 metres northeast of triangulation point 588 at point 182. The course of 
the frontier line from primary mark No. VIII to primary mark No. VII is given in table 20.

From primary mark No. VII, the line descends with a mean azimuth of 265  to the 
Menariolo stream, crossing it 750 metres from the place where it flows into the Ospo 
stream. Still with the same azimuth, the line ascends the eminence situated about 
200 metres east of the Vignano-Plavia Montedoro rural road. Primary mark No. VI is 
situated on this eminence at point 85, exactly 4 metres south of triangulation point 589. The 
course of the frontier line from primary mark No. VII to primary mark No. VI is given in 
table 21.

From primary mark No. VI, the line leaves the eminence with a mean azimuth of 280  
and proceeds towards Mt. Castellier, crossing a rural road south of Vignano after about 
400 metres, then a small ravine, and then the Aquilinia-Plavia Montedoro rural road 
10 metres from the Samez residence, which remains to the northwest in Italian territory. 
From here the line proceeds towards the Aquilinia-Albaro Vescov  road, leaving the Eller 
residence in Italian territory and part of the Zacchi property and some small farmhouses in 
Yugoslav territory. Primary mark No. V is situated to the left of the road from Albaro 
Vescov  to Trieste and marks the point where the line crosses the road. The course of the 
frontier line from primary mark No. VI to primary mark No. V is given in table 22.

From primary mark No. V. the line continues towards Mt. Castellier, making slight 
detours to leave houses, roads and quarries in either Italian or Yugoslav territory. The 
Pecchiari residence and its field remain in Italian territory; the rural road to the quarries 
also remains in Italian territory. The line then ascends the slope towards Mt. Castellier, 
crossing the quarry area and leaving the Gorlato quarry in Italian territory and the Elleri 
quarry in Yugoslav territory. After crossing the Fioretti stream, the frontier follows the 
steepest incline up the face of Mt. Castellier, reaching at its summit point 244, where 
primary mark No. IV is situated. More exactly, the line passes 1 metre east of triangulation 
point 328. The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. V to primary mark No. IV 
is given in table 23.

From primary mark No. IV, the line proceeds with an azimuth of 300 , making slight 
detours, towards the Muggia-Crevatini road in the village of Cerei. Specifically, as it leaves 
Mt. Castellier, it descends a sharp slope and crosses the S. Barbara-Ellen carriage road, 
after which it leaves some of the land belonging to the Mercandel and Sega properties in 
Italian territory. From here it proceeds towards the intersection of the Muggia-Elleri and 
S. Barbara-Premanzano roads and cuts across this intersection so that the road access to 
Premanzano remains in Yugoslav territory and the road access to S. Barbara remains in 
Italian territory. The line heads off with an azimuth of 300 , proceeds towards the Cerei 
stream which it follows for about 250 metres, and then passes alongside the Dobrigna
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property, leaving it in Yugoslav territory. The line next crosses the Bosco stream, leaving 
the land belonging to the Marsic property and the Cozlan residence with access to the 
Muggia road, in Italian territory. From here, the line runs straight to the frontier post at 
Cerei, where primary mark No. Ill is situated. The course of the frontier line from primary 
mark No. IV to primary mark No. Ill is given in table 24.

From primary mark No. Ill, with an azimuth of approximately 300  and some slight 
detours, the line proceeds towards S. Mich le hill. In so doing, it leaves the Mauro 
residence and the land adjacent to it in Italian territory, and the Bozi£i residence and the 
land adjacent to it in Yugoslav territory. After crossing the Pisciolon stream, the line 
reaches point 119, where the Lenardon property and residence are situated. At this point, 
the line veers, leaving the Lenardon residence and the land adjacent to it in Italian territory, 
and then continues towards S. Mich le hill. Before ascending the east slope of the place 
called Pisciolon, on a level with the Bozi i residence, the line veers again slightly, leaving 
the Muggia-Chiampore carriage road in Italian territory. It then reaches the summit of 
S. Mich le hill 14 metres east of the triangulation point at point 197 on S. Mich le. Primary 
mark No. II is situated here. The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. Ill to 
primary mark No. II is given in table 25.

Proceeding from primary mark No. II with a mean azimuth of approximately 259 , the 
line leaves the summit of S. Mich le and heads towards the mouth of the S. Bartolomeo 
stream. It leaves the water tank on S. Mich le in Italian territory and then, descending the 
west slope of the hill, crosses the Chiampore-Crevatini road. The line continues with slight 
detours, leaving the Fontanot residence with a narrow strip of land in Italian territory and 
the Seppili farm buildings with a small section of the farm road in Yugoslav territory. The 
cultivated land in the Seppili property remains in Italian territory. The line now follows the 
plain almost without interruption, crossing the Ancarano-Lazzaretto carriage road and 
completing its course at primary mark No. I, situated on the right bank at the mouth of the 
S. Bartolomeo stream. The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. II to primary 
mark No. I is given in table 26.

The points and topographical data given in the description appear on the 1:25,000 and 
1:50,000 maps of the Italian Military Geographic Institute (1962-1966 and 1967 editions), 
and the 1:50,000 map of the Military Geographic Institute of the Yugoslav People's Army 
(1971 edition).

TABLE 1

The distance between the small post marked B/Trieste/256, set on a pile of stones, and 
primary mark No. 1 is 11.8 metres, the azimuth being 104 .

The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. 1 to primary mark No. 2 is as 
follows:

Course 
of the frontier 

in a straight line

i -i/i
1/1 -1/2
1/2 -1/3
1/3 -1/4
1/4 -1/5
1/5 -1/6

1/6 -1/7
1/7 -1/8

1/8 -1/9
1/9 -1/10

Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

52.7
65.0
76.9
67.7
53.0
56.2

74.2
70.0

57.2
70.5

Azimuth

102°
99 
93 
98 

110 
116 

106 
124 

118 
58 

1/1
1/2
1/3
1/4
1/5
1/6

1/7
1/8

1/9
1/10

Description of the position of the mark

1 1 .6 m from a low wall
on the south side of a sink-hole
42.3 m east of a wall
25.4 m east of a wall
32.7 m west of a wall
10.8 m from the axis of the Medeazza-Brestovizza
road
43.7 m from a low wall
16.7 m from the point where the path
frontier
on a low wall
at the junction of the low walls

crosses the
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Course 
of the frontier 

in a straight line

i/io-i/i r
1/11-1/12'
1/12-1/13'
1/13-1/14 2
1/14-1/15
1/15-1/16
1/16-1/17 2
1/17-1/18
1/18-1/19
1/19-1/20
1/20-1/21
1/21-1/22 2
1/22-1/23
1/23-1/24
2. 1/24-2 2

Distance 
în mètres 
between
marks

57.0
81.2
54.6
74.7
68.0
88.3
82.4

100.8
79.7
69.2
70.5
35.1
89.0
21.2
64.5

Azimuth

86°
82°

106°
119°
150°
128°
128°
110°
123°
107°
97°

111°
89°

149°
104°

Description of the position of the mark

1/11 on a low wall
1/12 on a low wall
1/13 on the northwest side of point 224 (225)
1/14 on the northwest side of point 224 (225)
1/15 on the ridge of point 224 (225)
1/16 near a low wall
1/17 parallel to a low wall
1/18 on the south slope of point 246, south of a ridge
1/19 on the south slope of point 246 (247)
1/20 on the south slope of point 247 (246)
1/21 on a low wall
1/22 on the southeast slope of point 247 (246)
1/23 on a low wall
1/24 on a wall, 23 m from the axis of the road
2 7.4 m from the axis of the Medeazza-Ceroglie road,

north of Mt. Ermada

' The course of the frontier follows the drystone wall.
2 The course of the frontier runs partly in a straight line and partly following the drystone wall.

TABLE 2

The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. 2 to primary mark No. 3 is as 
follows:

Course
of the frontier 

in a straight line

2 -2/1
2/1 -2/2
2/2 -2/3
2/3 -2/4
2/4 -2/5
2/5 -2/6
2/6 -2/7
2/7 -2/8
2/8 -2/9

2/9 -2/10
2/10-2/11
2/11-2/12
2/12-2/13
2/13-2/14
2/14-2/15
2/15-2/16
2/16-2/17
2/17-2/18
2/18-2/19
2/19-3

Distance 
in metres
between 
marks

76.1
89.4
43.6
31.3
36.8
93.0
47.4
19.9
38.6

40.2
52.0
79.2
33.4
55.0
36.0
60.0
83.6
99.7

113.3
85.5

Azimuth

188°
188°
188°
176°
177°
175°
166°
166°
161°

58°
58°
58°
51°
50°
66°
64°
65°
66°
64°
64°

Description of the position of the mark

2/1 on the north slope of point 289
2/2 on the north slope of point 289
2/3 on the north slope of point 289
2/4 on the northwest slope of point 289
2/5 on the northwest slope of point 289
2/6 on the northwest slope of point 289
2/7 northwest of the summit (point 289)
2/8 northwest of the summit (point 289)
2/9 northwest of the summit (point 289), with the frontier

line turning at an angle
2/10 south of the summit (point 289)
2/11 13.8 m from the axis of the mule track
2/12 north of Mt. Ermada
2/13 north of Mt. Ermada (point 324)
2/14 6 m from a mule track
2/15 5 m from a mule track
2/16 in the rock, near a sink-hole
2/17 5 m from the axis of the road crossing the frontier line
2/18 on a pile of stones 2 m from a fence
2/19 in a low wall
3 7.7 m from the axis of the Medeazza-Ceroglie road
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TABLE 3

The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. 3 to primary mark No. 4 is as 
follows:

Course 
Of the frontier 

in a straight line

3 -3/1
3/1 -3/2
3/2 -3/3
3/3 -3/4
3/4 -3/5
3/5 -3/6
3/6 -3/7
3/7 -3/8
3/8 -3/9
3/9 -3/10
3/10-3/11
3/11-3/12

3/12-3/13

3/13-3/14
3/14-3/15
3/15-3/16 1
3/16-3/17
3/17-3/18
3/18-3/19
3/19-3/20

3/20-3/21
3/21-3/22
3/22-3/23 2

3/23-3/24 2
3/24-3/25 2
3/2S-3/26 2
3/26-3/27 2
3/27-3/28 2
3/28-3/29 2

3/29-3/30 2

3/30-3/31
3/31-3/32
3/32-3/33 2
3/33-3/34 !
3/34-3/35 2

3/S5-3/362
3/36-3/37 2
3/37-3/38'

Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

72.5
74.8
86.8
81.0
73.5
48.5
40.1
79.4
63.2
81.8
68.5
46.2

19.0

57.7
67.5

102.6
48.0
58.6
28.5
35.8

62.6
59.7
67.2

46.3
63.3
58.9
58.2
44.0
44.3

68.3

53.2
85.8
59.9
43.1
56.0

49.4
52.2
50.0

Azimuth

64"
64°
65°
67°
66°
64°
64°

182°
177°
180°
181°
182°

144°

85°
81°
80°
97°
96°
97°
46°

83°
85°
85°

86°
85°
82°
85°
83°
79°

90°

87°
80°
83°
83°
81°

81°
77°
80°

Description of the position of the mark

3/1 65 m from the axis of the Medeazza-Ceroglie road
3/2 28.5 m from the axis of the road
3/3 14.5 m from the shaft of the electric-power pylon
3/4 21.8 m from the low wall that crosses the frontier
3/5 northeast of a sink-hole
3/6 2 m from a low wall
3/7 1 .5 m from the axis of the road
3/8 between two grenade craters
3/9 7m from the axis of the mule track
3/10 on the north slope of point 218
3/11 in the direction of point 218 in a low wall
3/12 near the summit of point 218, following the line of the

above-mentioned low wall
3/13 4.6 m from the shaft of the electric-power pylon near

point 218
3/14 in the wall on the east side of point 218
3/15 in the wall on the east side of point 218
3/16 4.2 m from the axis of the Brestovizza road
3/17 northeast of a sink-hole
3/18 in a low wall at the edge of a sink-hole
3/19 at the intersection of the frontier line with a path
3/20 7 m from the low wall that crosses the frontier near the

road
3/21 in a wall 18.6 m from the intersection of the low walls
3/22 in a low wall
3/23 in the low wall, 7.1 m from the intersection of the low

walls
3/24 in a low wall
3/25 in a wall at the intersection of the low walls
3/26 in the low wall 5 m from the edge of a sink-hole
3/27 in a low wall
3/28 in a low wall, 11.6 m from intersecting walls
3/29 at the intersection of the old provincial frontier with a

low wall
3/30 at the intersection of the old provincial frontier with a

low wall
3/31 in a wall east of a sink-hole and 8 m from its edge
3/32 in a wall, 14 m from its intersection with another wall
3/33 in the wall west of a ravine
3/34 in the angle formed by two low walls
3/35 at the intersection of the low walls on the eastern edge

of a sink-hole
3/36 at the bend in a low wall
3/37 in a low wall
3/38 in the low wall, south of a sink-hole

1 Skirts a wall.
2 Follows the low wall.
5 Runs partly in a straight line and partly following the low wall.
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Course
of the frontier 

in a straight line

Distance
in m tres
between
marks Azimuth Description of the position of the mark

3/38-3/39' 61.4 80° 3/39 in the low wall, east of a sink-hole
3/39-3/40' 50.6 81° 3/40 in the low wall on the north slope of a sink-hole
3/40-3/412 52.2 78° 3/41 at the intersection of the low walls on the north side of

	point 206
3/41-3/42 2 42.2 83° 3/42 at the intersection of the low walls
3/42-3/43 59.4 96° 3/43 in a low wall
3/43-3/44 68.9 92° 3/44 in a low wall
3/44-3/451 67.5 95° 3/45 in a low wall
3/45-3/46' 69.1 95° 3/46 in the low wall, 17 m from the axis of the road
3/46-3/47' 99.4 97° 3/47 in the low wall, southeast of a wooded ravine
3/47-3/48' 52.9 95° 3/48 in a low wall
3/48-3/49' 65.7 97° 3/49 in a low wall
3/49-3/50' 85.2 97° 3/50 in the wall, 13 m from a low transverse wall
3/50-3/51 ' 83.5 98° 3/51 in the low wall northeast of a sink-hole
3/51-3/52 ' 46.5 97° 3/52 at the intersection of the two walls, on the slope of a

	sink-hole
3/52-3/53' 40.2 97° 3/53 in the low wall southeast of a sink-hole
3/53-3/54' 62.2 95° 3/54 in a wall, with the frontier line turning at an angle
3/54-4' 83.0 98° 4 11.3 m from the crossroads

' Follows the low wall.
2 Follows partly in a straight line and partly following the low wall.

TABLE 4

The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. 4 to primary mark No. 5 is as 
follows:

Course 
of the frontier 

in a straight line

4 -4/1'
4/1 -4/2'
4/2 -4/3'
4/3 -4/4'
4/4 -4/5'
4/5 -4/6'
4/6 -4/7'
4/7 -4/8'
4/8 -4/9'
4/9 -4/10'
4/10-4/11'
4/11-4/12'
4/12-4/13 2
4/13-4/14 2
4/14-4/15'
4/15-4/16'
4/16-4/17'
4/17-4/18'
4/18-4/19'
4/19-4/20'

4/20-4/21'

Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

54.0
35.0
65.8
79.2
67.3
52.2
50.9
58.5
58.9
40.4
56.7
44.9
47.2
55.6
64.5
66.7
44.0
43.0
55.0
67.7

29.1

Azimuth

146°
138°
156°
159°
186°
167°
146°
146°
148°
156°
165°
163°
163°
164°
163°
164°
162°
156°
154°
156°

62°

Description of the position of the mark

4/1 in a wall alongside a road
4/2 in a wall, at the intersection of the low walls
4/3 in a low wall
4/4 in a wall at the intersection of the low walls
4/5 in a low wall
4/6 at the intersection of the low walls
4/7 in a wall alongside a mule track
4/8 in a low wall alongside a path
4/9 in a low wall
4/10 in a low wall, 4 m from a mule track
4/11 in the angle formed by a transverse wall and a low wall
4/12 in a low wall
4/13 in a low wall, 17.2 m from the axis of a road
4/14 in a low wall north of a sink-hole
4/15 at the intersection of the low walls south of a sink-hole
4/16 in a low wall
4/17 on a pile of stones near the summit of point 201
4/18 in a wall, on the south side of point 201
4/19 in a wall, on the south side of point 201
4/20 in a wall 3 m from the axis of the Goriano road with

the frontier line turning at an angle
4/21 3.5 m from the axis of the Goriano road
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Course
of the frontier

in a straight line

4/21-4/22'
4/22-4/23'
4/23-4/24'
4/24-4/25'
4/25-4/26'
4/26-4/27*
4/27-4/28'
4/28-4/29'
4/29-5'

Distance
in metres
between
marks

29.2
43.3
43.2
60.4
58.0
71.1
87.0
69.1
95.6

Azimuth

50°
54°
30°

347°
20°
65°
54°
56°
52°

Description of the position of the mark

4/22 3.5 m from the axis of the Goriano road
4/23 3.5 m from the axis of the Goriano road
4/24 3.5 m from the axis of the Goriano road
4/25 3 m from the axis of the Goriano road
4/26 4 m from the axis of the Goriano road
4/27 4 m from the axis of the Goriano road
4/28 4 m from the axis of the Goriano road
4/29 4.5 m from the axis of the Goriano road
5 at the intersection of the walls near the road with the

frontier line turning at an angle

' Follows the low wall.
2 Runs partly in a straight line, and partly following the low wall.
3 Follows the north side of the road.
4 Follows the west side of the road.

TABLE 5

The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. 5 to primary mark No. 6 is as 
follows:

Course 
of the frontier 

in a straight line

5 -5/1
5/1 -5/2
5/2 -5/3
5/3 -5/4
5/4 -5/5'
5/5 -5/6'
5/6 -5/7'
5/7 -5/8'
5/8 -5/9'

5/9 -5/10'
5/10-5/11 '
5/11-5/12'
5/12-5/13 '
5/13-5/14'
5/14-5/15'
5/15-5/16'
5/16-5/17'
5/17-5/18'
5/18-5/19'
5/19-5/20'

5/20-5/21 '
5/21-5/22'
5/22-5/23'
S/23-5/24 2

5/24-5/25 2
5/25-5/26'

Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

45.4
50.6
78.2
66.4
52.7
75.4
48.6
60.0
65.4

54.3
67.3
46.2
63.8
58.7
69.6
72.0
61.3

106.0
88.5
77.6

84.4
60.0
67.6
78.8

48.6
32.6

Azimuth

150°
157°
156°
127°
125°
122°
123°
124°
129°

127°
128°
125°
131°
129°
132°
138°
138°
137°
137°
138°

137°
134°
137°
134°

134°
136°

Description of the position of the mark

5/1 in a wall, 43 m from the axis of the road
5/2 in a low wall
5/3 in a wall, next to the old provincial mark
5/4 in a low wall, north of a sink-hole
5/5 in a low wall
5/6 2.6 m from the intersection of the low walls
5/7 in a low wall northwest of a wooded sink-hole
5/8 in a low wall
5/9 in a low wall, 17.3m from the intersection of the low

walls
5/10 in a wall
5/1 1 in a wall, 9 m from an intersection of the walls
5/12 in a low wall
5/13 in a low wall
5/14 on the north side of point 227, in a low wall
5/15 in a low wall, on the north side of point 227
5/16 in a low wall, 5.3 m from an intersection of the walls
5/17 in a low wall, on the north side of point 227
5/18 in a low wall, 1 .2 m from an intersection of the walls
5/19 in a low wall
5/20 in a small low wall, 16.2 m from the axis of a path

crossing the frontier
5/21 in a low wall, on the north side of point 227
5/22 in a low wall
5/23 2 m from a mule track in Yugoslav territory
5/24 10 m from the axis of a mule track in Yugoslav ter 

ritory
5/25 in a low wall
5/26 in a low wall
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Course 
of the frontier 

in a straight line

5/26-5/27 '
5/27-5/28 2
5/28-5/29
5/29-5/30'
5/30-5/3 1 2

5/31-5/32
5/32-5/33
5/33-5/34
5/34-5/35
5/35-5/36
5/36-5/37
5/37-6

Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

73.9
47.1
47.4
37.9
57.3

65.3
60.6
75.9
52.8
72.1
93.7
19.2

Azimuth

135°
138°
131°
133°
147°

146°
146°
145°
145°
146°
145°
167°

Description of the position of the mark

5/27 13.7 m from a mule track
5/28 2 m from the axis of a mule track
5/29 in the angle formed by a low wall
5/30 in the angle formed by a low wall
5/31 12.4 m from the axis of a mule track in Yugoslav

territory
5/32 3.8 m from a rural road
5/33 on a pile of stones
5/34 7 m from a low wall in Yugoslav territory
5/35 in a low wall that crosses the frontier
5/36 5.4 m from a low wall
5/37 5 m from the axis of the Comeno road
6 4.7 m from the axis of the Comeno road

1 Follows the low wall.
1 Runs partly in a straight line and partly following the low wall.
' Follows a mule track.

TABLE 6

The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. 6 to primary mark No. 7 is as 
follows:

Course 
of the frontier 

in a straight line

6 -6/1
6/1 -6/2
6/2 -6/3
6/3 -6/4
6/4 -6/5
6/5 -6/6
6/6 -6/7
6/7 -6/8
6/8 -6/9
6/9 -6/10
6/10-6/11

6/11-6/12
6/12-6/13
6/13-6/14
6/14-6/15
6/15-6/16
6/16-6/17
6/17-6/18

6/18-6/19
6/19-6/20
6/20-6/21
6/21-6/22
6/22-6/23
6/23-6/24
6/24-6/25

Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

10.0
59.2
58.3
90.0
68.0
56.3
66.8

100.9
53.0
68.6
83.6

120.3
101.5
117.8
65.4

105.8
79.0
47.3

27.5
55.9
46.2
83.8
49.4
48.8
69.1

Azimuth

78°
132°
132°
132°
129°
134°
129°
131°
131°
131°
131°

133°
130°
125°
121°
123°
124°
122°

116°
116°
122°
122°
116°
117°
121°

Description of the position of the mark

6/1 1.5 m from the old provincial mark
6/2 6.7 m from a low wall
6/3 3.1 m from a low wall that crosses the frontier line
6/4 on the slope southeast of the Goriano frontier post
6/5 on the slope, west of a sink-hole
6/6 3.6 m from the low wall that crosses the frontier
6/7 16.8 m from the wall that crosses the frontier
6/8 in the low wall that crosses the frontier
6/9 4.7 m from a low wall in Yugoslav territory
6/10 2.8 m from the axis of the Goriano road
6/11 on a pile of stones, 42.5 m from the wall that crosses

the frontier
6/12 26.0 m from the low wall that crosses the frontier
6/13 18.2 m from the wall that crosses the frontier
6/14 on the northwest slopes of point 342 (343)
6/15 in a rock on the north side of point 342 (343)
6/16 on the north side of point 342 (343)
6/17 37.3 m from the low wall that crosses the frontier
6/18 in a ravine situated on the northeast side of point 342

(343)
6/19 on the northeast side of point 342 (343)
6/20 on the northeast side of point 342 (343)
6/21 on the northeast side of point 342 (343)
6/22 on the northeast side of point 342 (343)
6/23 on a pile of stones
6/24 14.2 m from the axis of a mule track
6/25 6.1 m from a mule track
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Course
of the frontier

in a straight line

Distance
in metres
between
marks Azimuth Description of the position of the mark

6/25-6/26 58.4 121° 6/26 17.3 m from the place where the road crosses the
	frontier

6/26-6/27 80.4 132° 6/27 6.4 m from a path in Yugoslav territory
6/27-6/28 62.2 133° 6/28 next to a road
6/28-6/29 47.6 132° 6/29 on the north slope of Mt. S. Leonardo
6/29-6/30 72.4 129° 6/30 on the north slope of Mt. S. Leonardo
6/30-6/31 64.4 128° 6/31 on the north slope of Mt. S. Leonardo
6/31-6/32 42.1 106° 6/32 20 m from the low wall that crosses the frontier line
6/32-6/33 81.0 107° 6/33 next to the road crossing the frontier line
6/33-6/34 64.1 112° 6/34 14 m from the road crossing the frontier line at a right

	angle
6/34-6/35 61.8 118° 6/35 on the northwest side of point 335 (333)
6/35-6/36 56.3 115° 6/36 on the northwest side of point 335 (333)
6/36-6/37 32.4 116° 6/37 on the northwest side of point 335 (333)
6/37-6/38 59.0 115° 6/38 among the stones on the north side of point 335 (333)
6/38-6/39 58.9 112° 6/39 near the summit on the north side of point 335 (333)
6/39-7 59.0 115° 7 near the summit on the north side of point 335 (333)

TABLE 7

The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. 7 to primary mark No. 8 is as 
follows:

Course
of the frontier

in a straight line

Distance
in metres
between
marks Azimuth Description of the position of the mark

7 -7/1 52.2 119" 7/1 near the summit of the north side of point 335 (333)
7/1 -7/2 37.3 121° 7/2 on the east side of point 335 (333)
7/2-7/3 38.1 131° 7/3 on the east side of point 335 (333)
7/3-7/4 32.3 135° 7/4 on the east side of point 335 (333)
7/4-7/5 16.0 137° 7/5 on the east side of point 335 (333)
7/5-7/6 45.9 130° 7/6 on the east side of point 335 (333)
7/6 -7/7 51.1 129° 7/7 24.5 m from the low wall that crosses the frontier
7/7 -7/8 70.2 133° 7/8 13.8 m from the low wall that crosses the frontier
7/8 -7/9 67.8 131° 7/9 19 m from the wall that crosses the frontier
7/9 -7/10 67.0 132° 7/10 19.8 m from a little wall running up to the frontier
7/10-7/11 50.4 132° 7/11 3.4 m from the axis of the road
7/11-7/12 86.9 132° 7/12 in a low wall
7/12-7/13 57.9 154° 7/13 in a rock near a mule track
7/13-7/14 37.0 127° 7/14 near a mule track
7/14-7/15 33.7 160° 7/15 near a mule track
7/15-7/16 60.4 127° 7/16 near a mule track
7/16-7/17 71.7 132° 7/17 next to a mule track, near the crossroads
7/17-7/18 48.7 252° 7/18 near a road
7/18-7/19 4 32.4 225° 7/19 near a road
7/19-7/204 48.5 261° 7/20 near a road
7/20-7/21* 46.6 278° 7/21 near a road
7/21-7/22 4 56.2 276° 7/22 near a road
7/22-7/23* 59.2 268° 7/23 near a road
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Course 
of the frontier 

in a straight line

7/23-7/24 4
7/24-7/25 '
7/25-7/26'
7/26-7/27
7/27-7/28
7/28-7/29
7/29-7/30

7/30-7/31
7/31-7/32
7/32-7/33
7/33-7/34
7/34-7/35
7/35-7/36
7/36-7/37
7/37-7/38
7/38-7/39
7/39-7/40
7/40-7/41
7/41-7/42
7/42-7/43

7/43-7/441
7/44-7/45'
7/45_7/46'
7/46-8'

Distance 
in metres 
between
marks

49.2
69.7
58.7
65.9
35.6
52.2
49.0

52.5
58.4
23.3
23.2
26.9
78.0
93.2
56.4
68.5
51.5
43.4
56.4
27.5

62.5
59.2
60.8
66.6

Azimuth

220°
138°
140°
138°
138°
88"
89°

88°
87°
97°

130°
144°
156°
156°
120°
121°
119"
116°
122°
133°

130°
128°
128°
131°

Description of the position of the mark

7/24 near a road, with the frontier line turning at an angle
7/25 on the northwest side of point 357
7/26 on the northwest side of point 357
7/27 on the northwest side of point 357
7/28 on the summit of point 357
7/29 on the east side of point 357
7/30 in a rock on the edge of a sink-hole, between points

357 and 367 (366)
7/31 on the west side of point 367 (366)
7/32 near the summit on the west side of point 367 (366)
7/33 8.2m from the shaft of an electric-power pylon
7/34 on the summit of point 367 (366)
7/35 in a rock southwest of the summit of point 367 (366)
7/36 on the southeast side of point 367 (366)
7/37 in a low wall on the northwest side of point 404 (402)
7/38 in a low wall on the northwest side of point 404 (402)
7/39 in a low wall on the northwest side of point 404 (402)
7/40 in a low wall on the northwest side of point 404 (402)
7/41 in a low wall on the northwest side of point 404 (402)
7/42 in a low wall on the summit of point 404 (402)
7/43 6.2 m from the low transverse wall southeast of point

404(402)
7/44 in a low wall on the southeast side of point 404 (402)
7/45 in a low wall on the northwest side of point 404 (413)
7/46 in a low wall on the northwest side of point 414 (413)
8 among the rocks on the summit of point 414 (413)

4 Follows the west side of the road. 
1 Follows the low wall.

TABLE 8

The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. 8 to primary mark No. 9 is as 
follows:

Course 
of the frontier 

in a straight line

8 -8/1'
8/1 -S/2'
8/2 -8/3'
8/3 -8/4'
8/4 -8/5'
8/5 -8/6'
8/6 -8/7'
8/7 -8/8'
8/8 -8/9'
8/9 -8/10'
8/10-8/11'
8/11-8/12'

Distance 
in metres 
between
marks

27.1
90.7
79.9
60.9
48.9
35.3
35.9
46.6
43.0
58.6
61.0
42.7

Azimuth

101°
88°
87°
91°
92°
92°
92°
90°
90°
90°
91°
91°

Description of the position of the mark

8/1 in a low wall east of the summit of point 414 (413)
8/2 in a low wall on the east side of point 414 (413)
8/3 on the east slopes of point 414 (413)
8/4 in a low wall on the west side of point 419 (415)
8/5 in a low wall on the west side of point 419 (415)
8/6 hi a low wall near the summit of point 419 (415)
8/7 in a low wall east of the summit of point 419 (415)
8/8 in a low wall on the east side of point 419 (415)
8/9 in a low wall on the east side of point 419 (415)
8/10 in a low wall in a sink-hole
8/11 in a low wall on the west side of point 410
8/12 in a low wall on the summit of point 410
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Course 
of the frontier 

in a straight line

8/12-8/13'
8/13-8/14'

8/14-S/15'
8/15-8/16'
8/16-8/17'
8/17-8/18'
8/18-8/19
8/19-8/20
8/20-8/21
8/21-8/22
8/22-8/23
8/23-8/24
8/24-8/25

8/25-8/26
8/26-S/27
8/27-8/28
8/28-8/29
8/29-8/30
8/30-8/31

8/31-8/32
8/32-8/33

8/33-8/34
8/34-8/35
8/35-8/36
8/36-8/37
8/37-8/38

8/38-8/39
8/39-8/40
8/40-8/41
8/41-8/42
8/42-8/43
8/43-8/44
8/44-8/45
8/45-8/46
8/46-8/47
8/47-8/48
8/48-8/49
8/49-8/50
8/50-8/51
8/51-8/52
8/52-8/53
8/53-8/54
8/54-8/55
8/55-8/56
8/56-8/57
8/57-S/58
8/58-8/59
8/59-8/60
8/60-S/61
8/61-8/62
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Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

33.5
61.4

82.3
68.9
63.4
30.0
40.2
57.4
68.0
55.8
71.2
25.0
30.5

37.5
54.5
67.9
67.5
70.0
63.0

51.8
66.7

78.5
55.7
51.7
21.7
53.7

61.8
68.3
68.8
36.2
55.8
83.0
63.1
37.5
21.2
42.6
48.6
68.8
63.5
32.1
54.8
57.7
42.2
60.7
27.0
32.9
43.2
42.2
47.2
42.9

Azimuth

89°
91°

90°
90°
9,0
90°
88°
88°
84°
76°
80°
77°
78°

146°
150°
145°
143°
151°
153°

150°
153°

184°
182°
182°
184°
99°

112°
111°
102°
110°
98°

107°
108°
91°
51°

123°
116°
129°
142°
98°
86°
96°
86°
93°
86°
91°

120"
117°
115°
88°

Description of the position of the mark

8/13 in a wall east of the summit of point 410
8/14 in a low wall, 4.9 m from the axis of the road that

crosses the frontier line on the east side of point 410
8/15 in a low wall on the west side of point 423 (419)
8/16 in a low wall on the west side of point 423 (419)
8/17 in a low wall west of the summit of point 423 (419)
8/18 on the summit of point 423 (419)
8/19 on the east side of point 423 (419)
8/20 on the east side of point 423 (419)
8/21 on the west side of point 425 (424)
8/22 on the west side of point 425 (424)
8/23 on the west side of point 425 (424) near the summit
8/24 on the west side of point 425 (424) near the summit
8/25 among the stones, near the summit of point 425 (424),

with the frontier line turning at an angle
8/26 in a small low wall on the summit of point 425 (424)
8/27 in a low wall southeast of the summit of point 425 (424)
8/28 on the southeast side of point 425 (424)
8/29 on the southeast side of point 425 (424)
8/30 on the southeast side of point 425 (424)
8/31 in a low wall which crosses the frontier on the south 

east side of point 425 (424)
8/32 on the southeast side of point 425 (424)
8/33 in a low wall at the foot of a mountain on the north 

west side
8/34 at the foot of a mountain, on the north side
8/35 at the foot of a mountain, on the north side
8/36 at the foot of a mountain, on the north side
8/37 at the summit of a mountain
8/38 in the angle formed by the low wall west of point 500

(499)
8/39 in a rock, 5.4 m from a low wall
8/40 2.5 m from a low wall
8/41 on the north slope of a mountain
8/42 on the north slope of a mountain
8/43 on the northeast slope of a mountain
8/44 in an anticline
8/45 15.2 m from the axis of a path crossing the frontier
8/46 where the frontier line turns at an angle
8/47 along a mule track that crosses the frontier line
8/48 on the north slope at point 500 (499)
8/49 on the north side of point 500 (499)
8/50 on the north side of point 500 (499)
8/51 on the south side of a sink-hole
8/52 on the southeast side of a sink-hole
8/53 on the west side of a sink-hole
8/54 east of a sink-hole
8/55 in a rock
8/56 on the north face of a mountain
8/57 on the north face of a mountain
8/58 on the north face of a mountain
8/59 on the north face of a mountain
8/60 on the north face of a mountain
8/61 on the north face of a mountain
8/62 on the northwest face of Mt. Lanaro
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Course
qf the frontier

in a straight line

8/62-8/63
8/63-8/64
8/64-8/65
8/65-8/66

8/66-8/67
8/67-8/68
8/68-9

Distance
in metres
between
marks

56.9
52.0
53.3
62.7

75.0
54.6
52.3

Azimuth

93°
96°
98°
96°

96°
114°
120°

Description of the position of the mark

8/63 on the north face of Mt. Lanaro
8/64 on the north face of Mt. Lanaro
8/65 on the north face of Mt. Lanaro
8/66 on the north face of Mt. Lanaro, 12.5m from the road,

that is in Italian territory
8/67 on the north face of Mt. Lanaro
8/68 on the north face of Mt. Lanaro
9 on the north face of Mt. Lanaro

1 Follows the low wall.

TABLE 9

The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. 9 to primary mark No. 10 is as 
follows:

Course 
of the frontier 

in a straight line

9 -9/1
9/1 -9/2
9/2 -9/3
9/3 -9/4
9/4 -9/5
9/5 -9/6
9/6 -9/7

9/7 -9/8
9/8 -9/9
9/9 -9/10
9/10-9/11
9/11-9/12
9/12-9/13
9/13-9/14
9/14-9/15
9/15-9/16
9/16-9/17
9/17-9/18
9/18-9/19
9/19-9/20
9/20-9/21
9/21-9/22
9/22-9/23
9/23-9/24
9/24-9/25
9/25-9/26
9/26-9/27
9/27-9/28
9/28-9/29
9/29-9/30
9/30-9/31
9/31-9/32
9/32-9/33

Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

34.4
41.5
44.6
47.7
62.8
34.4
23.5

59.1
39.5
53.8
47.0
49.1
41.0
45.5
43.4
64.9
58.5
41.0
63.6
71.2
54.0
74.2
73.0
65.3
53.0
40.9
97.0
56.3
35.1
29.6
64.6
59.2
81.0

Azimuth

123°
122°
123°
123°
122°
122°
123°

123°
122°
125°
125°
123°
126°
126°
121°
123°
125°
121°
137°
138°
140°
136°
138°
137°
136°
137°
137°
164°
162°
165°
163°
165°
164°

Description of the position of the mark

9/1 on the north face of Mt. Lanaro
9/2 on the north face of Mt. Lanaro
9/3 southeast of the summit of Mt. Lanaro
9/4 southeast of the summit of Mt. Lanaro
9/5 southeast of the summit of Mt. Lanaro
9/6 southeast of the summit of Mt. Lanaro
9/7 2.5 m from the axis of the mule track that crosses the

frontier
9/8 on the southeast face of Mt. Lanaro
9/9 on the southeast slopes of Mt. Lanaro
9/10 on the northwest slopes of point 474 (472)
9/11 on the northwest side of point 474 (472)
9/12 on the northwest side of point 474
9/13 on the northwest side of point 474
9/14 on the northwest side of point 474
9/15 on the northwest side of point 474
9/16 north of a ridge
9/17 northwest of point 520 (521)
9/18 north of point 520 (521)
9/19 northeast of point 520 (521)
9/20 on the ridge near the summit of point 520 (521)
9/21 on the southeast side of point 520 (521)
9/22 on the southeast side of point 520 (521)
9/23 on the southeast slopes of point 520 (521)
9/24 northwest of a sink-hole
9/25 southeast of a sink-hole
9/26 on the face of a mountain
9/27 in a sink-hole , with the frontier Une turning at an angle
9/28 northwest of point 403
9/29 on the northwest side of point 403
9/30 in the low wall which crosses the frontier
9/31 on the face of a mountain
9/32 on the face of a mountain
9/33 on the edge of the ravine
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Course 
of the frontier 

in a straight line

9/33-9/34 
9/34-9/35 
9/35-9/36 
9/36-9/37 
9/37-9/38 
9/38-9/39 
9/39-9/40 
9/40-10

Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

51.1 
47.9 
40.4 
51.5 
62.0 
56.1 
78.0 
24.0

Azimuth

163° 
169° 
163° 
165° 
165° 
166° 
171° 
165°

Description of the position of the mark

9/34 on the northwest side of point 451 
9/35 near the summit of point 451 
9/36 among the slopes on the summit of point 451 
9/37 on the southeast side of point 451 
9/38 23.6 m from the mule track that crosses the frontier 
9/39 on the northwest side of point 461 (459) 
9/40 on the northwest side of point 461 (459) 
10 on the summit of point 461 (459)

TABLE 10

The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. 10 to primary mark No. 11 is as 
follows:

Course 
of the frontier 

in a straight line

10 -10/1
10/1 -10/2
10/2 -10/3
10/3 -10/4
10/4 -10/5
10/5 -10/6
10/6 -10/7
10/7 -10/8
10/8 -10/9

10/9 -10/10
10/10-10/11
10/11-10/12
10/12-10/13
10/13-10/14
10/14-10/15
10/15-10/16
10/16-10/17
10/17-10/18
10/18-10/19
10/19-10/20
10/20-10/21
10/21-10/22
10/22-10/23
10/23-11

Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

39.7
70.4
74.0
71.2

103.0
70.1
48.9
66.7
63.4

57.7
66.5
74.2
48.4
74.1
79.0

108.0
92.5
25.1
82.5
77.8
83.6
77.5
89.5
85.5

Azimuth

161°
161°
161°
158°
163°
155°
158°
169°
153°

160°
150°
148°
152°
149°
152"
145°
147°
147°
148°
149°
128°
129°
124°
132°

Description of the position of the mark

10/1 southeast of the summit of point 461 (459)
10/2 on the southeast side of point 461 (459)
10/3 on the southeast side of point 461 (459)
10/4 on the southeast side of point 461 (459)
10/5 on the southeast side of point 461 (459)
10/6 on the southeast slopes of point 461 (459)
10/7 in a low wall on the top of a hillock
10/8 in a low wall 4.9 m from a rural road
10/9 in a low wall, 7.5 m from the intersection of the low

walls in Yugoslav territory
10/10 in a low wall alongside the road
10/1 1 on a piece of land covered with stones
10/12 in a low wall, 6 m from the axis of a road
10/13 in a low wall, 1.5 m from a road
10/14 on a pile of stones
10/15 in a field surrounded by low walls
10/16 on the edge of a field, 13.4 m from a rural road
10/17 on the edge of a sink-hole
10/18 on a ridge next to a sink-hole
10/19 11.5 m from a low wall in Yugoslav territory
10/20 in a low wall next to the railway line
10/21 in a low wall, 8.4 m from the axis of a road
10/22 in a field, 17.8 m from the angle formed by low walls
10/23 in a low wall
11 4.6 m from the axis of the Opicina-Duttogliano road
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TABLE 11

The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. 11 to primary mark No. 12 is as 
follows:

Course 
of the frontier 

in a straight line

11 -ii/i
11/1 -11/2
11/2 -11/3

11/3 -11/4
11/4 -11/5

11/5 -11/6
11/6 -11/7
11/7 -11/8
11/8 -11/9
11/9 -11/10
11/10-11/11
11/11-11/12
11/12-11/13
11/13-11/14
11/14-11/15
11/15-11/16

11/16-11/17
11/17-11/18
11/18-11/19
11/19-11/20
11/20-11/21
11/21-11/22
11/22-11/23
11/23-11/24
11/24-11/25

11/25-11/26
11/26-11/27
11/27-11/28
11/28-11/29
11/29-11/30
11/30-11/31

11/31-11/32
11/32-11/33
11/33-11/34
11/34-11/35
11/35-11/36
11/36-11/37
11/37-11/38
11/38-11/39

11/39-11/40
11/40-11/41
11/41-11/42
11/42-11/43
11/43-11/44

Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

58.7
97.4
57.3

64.0
109.3

69.0
51.7
51.5
32.8
39.8
59.1
39.3
57.1
61.1
54.8
65.9

74.5
53.5
21.2
54.5
48.9
28.4
73.4
47.6
49.7

62.0
55.8
57.8
58.0
47.7
69.5

49.4
97.5
48.0
64.6
54.0
56.3
54.5
72.7

54.0
62.8
45.8
41.3
78.5

Azimuth

133°
131°
130°

132°
132°

131°
131°
132°
130°
132°
131°
129°
133°
131°
131°
130°

131°
131°
131°
133°
130°
140°
147°
147°
147°

147°
141°
152°
146°
147°
148°

146°
147°
148°
145°
149°
147°
147°
147°

179°
180°
179°
179°
179°

Description of the position of the mark

11/1 on the northwest side of point 319
1 1/2 on the northwest side of point 319, near the summit
11/3 among the stones 3.5 m from the axis of a road that

crosses the frontier
11/4 at the foot of a rocky slope
11/5 at the top of a stone embankment northeast of

point 394 (395)
1 1/6 on the east side of point 394 (395)
1 1/7 7.8 m from a low wall, east of point 394 (395)
11/8 east of point 394 (395)
1 1/9 east of point 394 (395)
11/10 east of point 394 (395)
11/11 east of point 394 (395)
11/12 on the face of a mountain
11/13 on the face of a mountain
11/14 5.7 m from the axis of a path in Yugoslav territory
11/15 at the foot of a hill
11/16 on the northwest slopes of point 475 (472), 3 m from

the axis of a path that crosses the frontier
1 1/17 on the northwest side of point 475 (472)
11/18 on the northwest side of point 475 (472)
11/19 on the northwest side of point 475 (472)
1 1/20 in a low wall near the summit of point 475 (472)
1 1/21 near the summit of point 475 (472)
11/22 on the summit of point 475 (472)
1 1/23 on the southeast side of point 475 (472)
1 1/24 on the southeast side of point 475 (472)
1 1/25 on the southeast side of point 475 (472), along a mule

track
11/26 on the southeast side of point 475 (472)
1 1/27 on the southeast slopes of point 475 (472)
1 1/28 on the southeast slopes of point 401
11/29 on the south side of point 401
1 1/30 on a stone ridge near the summit of point 401
11/31 alongside a mule track on the southeast side of

point 401
1 1/32 on the southeast side of point 401
1 1/33 in a rock on the ridge
1 1/34 28.7 m from a low wall that crosses the frontier
11/35 23.2 m from the axis of a mule track
1 1/36 31m from the centre line of a mule track
11/37 in the rock of a low wall that crosses the frontier
1 1/38 in the low wall that crosses the frontier
1 1/39 30.6 m from a high drystone wall that crosses the

frontier
1 1/40 1 .6 m from the axis of a mule track
11/41 in the low wall on the edge of a sink-hole
1 1/42 on the slope of a sink-hole
1 1/43 near a road leading towards a sink-hole
11/44 beside a sink-hole
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Course
of the frontier

in a straight line

11/44-11/45
11/45-11/46
11/46-11/47

11/47-11/48
11/48-11/49
11/49-11/50
11/50-11/51
11/51-12

Distance
in metres
between
marks

46.0
99.0
81.7

55.0
56.2
80.4
75.0
40.8

Azimuth

178°
176°
183°

178°
171°
155°
156°
169°

Description of the position of the mark

1 1/45 35 m from a low wall that crosses the frontier
1 1/46 on a pile of stones
11/47 17.7 m from the axis of a rural road in Yugoslav

territory
1 1/48 9.5 m from the axis of a road in Yugoslav territory
1 1/49 17.7 m from the axis of a road in Yugoslav territory
1 1/50 6.7 m from the axis of a road in Italian territory
11/51 next to a wall
12 next to a stone wall 4.5 m from the axis of the old

Opicina-Sesana road

TABLE 12

The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. 12 to primary mark No. 13 is as 
follows:

Course
of the frontier 

in a straight line

Distance
in metres
between
marks Azimuth Description of the position of the mark

12 -12/1 9.2 157° 12/1 in the middle of the roadway between the two lanes
of the new road, at the Fernetti frontier post

12/1-12/2 106.2 169° 12/2 in a field, east of the main road 
12/2-12/3 115.6 176° 12/3 in the low wall, 2 m from the axis of a mule track in

Italian territory 
12/3 -12/4 25.5 236° 12/4 among the stones, 23.5 m from the axis of a mule

track
12/4 -12/5 52.2 230° 12/5 among the stones
12/5 -12/6 58.4 229° 12/6 in a low wall on the north side of a sink-hole 
12/6 -12/7 30.2 234° 12/7 in a sink-hole
12/7-12/8 66.3 234° 12/8 in a low wall on the edge of a sink-hole 
12/8-12/9 61.1 232° 12/9 4.8 m from a low wall in Italian territory 
12/9 -12/10 89.5 231° 12/10 in a low wall, 5.4 m from the axis of a rural road 
12/10-12/11 54.1 195° 12/11 in a low wall 
12/11-12/12 42.4 195° 12/12 in a low wall 
12/12-12/13 73.3 199° 12/13 in a low wall 
12/13-12/14 42.9 1%° 12/14 in a low wall, 4.4 m from the intersection of the low

walls in Yugoslav territory
12/14-12/15 113.0 193° 12/15 in a low wall on the northwest side of a sink-hole 
12/15-12/16 30.0 174° 12/16 in a low wall on the northwest side of a sink-hole 
12/16-12/17 55.1 168° 12/17 in a sink-hole 
12/17-12/18 76.2 160° 12/18 on the southeast side of a sink-hole 
12/18-12/19 66.0 166° 12/19 northwest of point 368 
12/19-12/20 54.5 177° 12/20 nearthe summit of point 368,2.8 m from a low wall in

Yugoslav territory
12/20-12/21 40.6 152° 12/21 12.5 m from a low wall that crosses the frontier 
12/21-12/22 50.8 155° 12/22 hi a low wall on the southeast side of point 368 
12/22-12/23 56.2 162° 12/23 in a low wall
12/23-12/24 74.3 179° 12/24 in the northeast corner of a railway bridge 
12/24-12/25 62.2 168° 12/25 in a wall, 4 m from the axis of a mule track 
12/25-12/26 72.9 114° 12/26 in a low wall 
12/26-12/27 50.3 120° 12/27 in a low wall on the north face of a mountain
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Course
of the frontier 

in a straight line

12/27-12/28
12/28-12/29
12/29-12/30
12/30-12/31
12/31-12/32
12/32-12/33
12/33-12/34
12/34-12/35
12/35-12/36

12/36-12/37
12/37-12/38

12/38-12/39
12/39-12/40
12/40-12/41
12/41-12/42
12/42-12/43
12/43-12/44
12/44-12/45
12/45-12/46

12/46-12/47
12/47-12/48
12/48-12/49
12/49-12/50

12/50-12/51
12/51-12/52
12/52-12/53
12/53-12/54

12/54-12/55
12/55-13

Distance
in metres 
between 
marks

47.0
42.9
75.2
95.0
83.4
59.7
92.0
76.1
62.9

57.8
86.4

77.4
70.8
54.1
55.2
57.0
66.0
79.7
67.8

83.0
60.2
82.8
81.6

61.2
52.8
66.2
61.6 '

107.0
31.9

Azimuth

123°
124°
139°
127°
136°
141°
131°
127°
133°

129°
137°

132°
125°
135°
136°
150°
152°
154°
145°

152°
152°
154°
150°

152°
151°
154°
149°

153°
154°

Description of the position of the mark

12/28 in a low wall that crosses the frontier
1 2/29 in a rock 6 m from a low wall that crosses the frontier
12/30 in a rock
12/31 49 m from a low wall that crosses the frontier
12/32 6.6 m from a low wall
12/33 on the face of a mountain
12/34 in a low wall
12/35 on a slope
12/36 in the low wall 9.3 m from the low wall that crosses

the frontier
12/37 in the low wall that crosses the frontier
12/38 in the low wall 36.5 m from the low wall crossing the

frontier
12/39 on a pile of stones 25 m from a low wall
12/40 in a low wall, southeast of a sink-hole
12/41 14.5 m from a low transverse wall
12/42 in a low transverse wall near a road
12/43 4.1 m from a low wall in Italian territory
12/44 4 m from a low wall
12/45 in the angle formed by a low wall
12/46 in a rock 26 m from a low wall that crosses the

frontier
12/47 on a slope
12/48 on a slope
12/49 in the low wall 25.8 m from a transverse fence
12/50 on a slope 22 m from a transverse fence that crosses

the frontier
12/51 5.2 m from a low wall in Italian territory
12/52 on the northwest side of point 476
12/53 in a low wall on the northwest side of point 476
1 2/54 in a low wall on the northwest side of point 476, 6.3m

from a mule track
12/55 on the northwest side of point 476, near the summit
13 on the summit of point 476, 4 m from the old trian 

gulation point

TABLE 13

The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. 13 to primary mark No. 14 is as 
follows:

Course
of the frontier

in a straight line

13 -13/1
13/1 -13/2
13/2 -13/3
13/3 -13/4

Distance 
in metres
between
marks

29.0
85.3
53.4

102.0

Azimuth

140°
136°
137°
147°

13/1
13/2
13/3
13/4

Description of the position of the mark

among the stones near the summit of point 476
on the southeast side of a sink-hole
among the stones at the summit of a mountain
among the stones, 10.4 m from the axis of a mule
track that crosses the frontier
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Course 
of the frontier 

in a straight line

13/4 -13/5
13/5 -13/6
13/6 -13/7
13/7 -13/8
13/8 -13/9
13/9 -13/10
13/10-13/11
13/11-13/12
13/12-13/13
13/13-13/14

13/14-13/15
13/15-13/16
13/16-13/17
13/17-13/18
13/18-13/19
13/19-13/20
13/20-13/21
13/21-13/22
13/22-13/23
13/23-13/24
13/24-13/25
13/25-13/26
13/26-13/27
13/27-13/28
13/28-13/29
13/29-13/30
13/30-13/31
13/31-13/32
13/32-13/33
13/33-13/34
13/34-13/35

13/35-13/36
13/36-13/37
13/37-13/38
13/38-13/39
13/39-13/40

13/40-13/41

13/41-13/42
13/42-13/43
13/43-13/44
13/44-13/45
13/45-13/46

13/46-14

Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

55.8
55.0
76.5

104.5
52.5
91.5
79.5
52.9

135.0
77.0

95.5
73.9
81.2
78.0
57.0
48.3
62.7
99.0
91.6
86.3
55.8
64.8
61.7
59.7
64.2
75.3
85.0
72.0
37.3
62.1
47.0

51.2
46.9
46.2
69.9

101.4

70.2

58.3
56.2
78.7
92.5
66.9

52.3

Azimuth

147°
157°
158°
155°
156°
156°
157°
156°
156°
136°

137°
137°
136°
136°
135°
138°
137°
137°
136°
136°
137°
136°
136°
137°
135°
133°
132°
132°
133°
170°
170°

68°
130°
129°
129°
139°

111°

123°
131°
133°
132°
133°

133°

Description of the position of the mark

13/5 near the summit of point 473 (472)
13/6 on the southeast side of point 473 (472)
13/7 next to the road that crosses the frontier
13/8 in a low wall
13/9 in the low wall that crosses the frontier
13/10 on the south side of a sink-hole
13/1 1 32.8 m from a low transverse wall
13/12 in a low transverse wall
13/13 in a low wall at the side of the Gropada-Sesana road
13/14 in a low wall, 4.5 m from the angle formed in Yugo 

slav territory
13/15 in a low wall, 2 m from the axis of a mule track
13/16 in a low transverse wall
13/17 in a low wall, 3.2 m from the axis of a road
13/18 in a low wall northwest of a sink-hole
13/19 in a rock
13/20 4.8 m from a low transverse wall
13/21 south of a sink-hole
13/22 in a rock
13/23 in a low wall, 2.5 m from a transverse mule track
13/24 in a rock 11.6 m from a transverse path
13/25 at the top of a small ridge
13/26 in a low wall
13/27 in a low wall
13/28 in a low wall, 4.6 m from the Basovizza-Sesana road
13/29 in a low wall
13/30 southeast of the Basovizza-Sesana road
13/31 southeast of the road
13/32 southeast of the road
13/33 11.7 m from a mule track
13/34 southwest of the road, 7.2 m from the crossroads
13/35 northwest of a sink-hole, with the frontier line

turning at an angle
13/36 6 m from a mule track in Yugoslav territory
13/37 on the north side of a sink-hole
13/38 next to a transverse path northeast of a sink-hole
13/39 at the side of a mule track that crosses the frontier
13/40 11.2 m from the axis of a mule track in Yugoslav

territory
13/41 16 m from the axis of a mule track near a sink-hole in

Yugoslav territory
13/42 near a sink-hole
13/43 3.1m from a low wall on the east side of a sink-hole
13/44 west of the Basovizza-Corgnale road
13/45 in a low transverse wall west of the road
13/46 in a low transverse wall west of the Basovizza-Cor 

gnale road
14 in a low wall, 4.8 m west of the axis of the Basovizza-

Corgnale road
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TABLE 14

The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. 14 to primary mark No. 15 is as 
follows:

Course 
of the frontier 

in a straight line

14 -14/1

14/1 -14/2
14/2 -14/3

14/3 -14/4

14/4 -14/5

14/5 -14/6

14/6 -14/7
14/7 -14/8

14/8 -14/9
14/9 -14/10
14/10-14/11

14/11-14/12

14/12-14/13
14/13-14/14
14/14-14/15
14/15-14/16

14/16-14/17
14/17-14/18
14/18-14/19
14/19-14/20
14/20-14/21
14/21-14/22
14/22-14/23
14/23-14/24
14/24-14/25
14/25-14/26
14/26-14/27
14/27-14/28
14/28-14/29
14/29-14/30
14/30-14/31
14/31-14/32
14/32-14/33
14/33-14/34
14/34-14/35
14/35-14/36
14/36-14/37
14/37-14/38
14/38-14/39
14/39-14/40
14/40-14/41

Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

78.5

90.4
103.8

78.5

86.0

69.7

61.8
98.0

94.0
75.0
71.6

73.3

82.0
70.6
60.3
75.3

61.8
48.4
50.7
66.5
65.6
40.4
30.7
44.0
97.0
54.3
56.0
80.0
92.8

108.5
85.7
64.5
87.0

104.0
91.4
89.0
67.7
62.8
66.6
53.4
67.5

Azimuth

129°

,29=
129°

129°

129°

129°

129°
129°

129°
129°
129°

129°

129°
129°
129°
129°

129°
129°
93°
93°

141°
167°
142°
111°
107°
109°
105°
107°
107°
107°
107°
135°
135°
134°
133°
134°
135°
126°
133°
126°
121°

14/1

14/2
14/3

14/4

14/5

14/6

14/7
14/8

14/9
14/10
14/11

14/12

14/13
14/14
14/15
14/16

14/17
14/18
14/19
14/20
14/21
14/22
14/23
14/24
14/25
14/26
14/27
14/28
14/29
14/30
14/31
14/32
14/33
14/34
14/35
14/36
14/37
14/38
14/39
14/40
14/41

Description of the position of the mark

73.7 m from the axis of the Basovizza-Corgnale
road
east of the Basovizza-Corgnale road
13.3 m from the angle formed by the low wall in
Yugoslav territory
in a low wall, 2 m from the angle formed by th«
wall in Italian territory
at the foot of point 667 on the northwest side of
Mt. Cocusso
at the foot of point 667 on the northwest side of
Mt. Cocusso
3.7 m from a rural road that crosses the frontier
at the foot of point 667 on the northwest side of
Mt. Cocusso
5.6 m from the road that crosses the frontier
on the northwest side of point 667 on Mt. Cocusso
on the northwest side of point 667 on Mt.
Cocusso, at the side of the road
34 m from a mule track on the northwest side of
point 667
on the northwest side of point 667
on the northwest side of point 667
on the northwest side of point 667
below the road that crosses the frontier on th*
northwest side of point 667
on the northwest side of point 667
on a pile of stones on the summit of point 667
east of the summit of point 667
east of the summit of point 667
16.2 m from a mule track in Italian territory
6.7 m from a mule track in Italian territory
9.8 m from a mule track in Italian territory
on the plateau of point 667 on Mt. Cocusso
on the plateau of point 667 on Mt. Cocusso
on the plateau of point 667 on Mt. Cocusso
near a path
on a slope
9 m from a mule track in Italian territory
on a slope
northeast of a sink-hole
on the southeast side of point 672
on the southeast side of point 672
on the southeast side of point 672
on the southeast side of point 672
on the southeast side of point 672
2.4 m from a mule track crossing the frontier
on the southeast side of point 672
on the southeast side of point 672
on the southeast side of point 672
on the southeast side of point 672
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Course 
of tht frontier 

in a straight line

14/41-14/42
14/42-14/43
14/43-14/44
14/44-14/45
14/45-14/46
14/46-14/47
14/47-14/48
14/48-14/49
14/49-14/50
14/50-14/51

14/51-14/52

14/52-14/53
14/53-14/54
14/54-14/55
14/55-14/56
14/56-14/57

14/57-14/58
14/58-14/59
14/59-14/60
14/60-15

Distance 
in metres 
between
marks

55.2
57.7
45.6
40.1
84.7
82.8
72.0
64.1
37.2
53.7

61.8

40.1
28.0
60.0
35.5
28.2

66.2
70.5
64.3
66.6

Azimuth

127°
136°
146°
129°
131°
131°
131°
131°
133°
133°

132°

132°
130°
131°
131°
134°

189°
188°
188°
187°

14/42
14/43
14/44
14/45
14/46
14/47
14/48
14/49
14/50
14/51

14/52

14/53
14/54
14/55
14/56
14/57

14/58
14/59
14/60
15-XIII

Description of the position of the mark

north of the village of Grozzana
north of the village of Grozzana
north of the village of Grozzana
northeast of the village of Grozzana
near a path northeast of the village of Grozzana
on a slope
on the slope of a ravine
near a path
in a low wall
in the valley near a ravine east of the village of
Grozzana
at the foot of point 621 on the northwest side of
Mt. Goli
on the northwest side of point 621
on the northwest side of point 621
on the north side of point 621
on the northwest side of point 621
near the path that crosses the frontier on the north
side of point 621
in a low wall northeast of the summit of point 62 1
in a low wall northeast of the summit of point 621
near the summit of point 621
at the summit of Mt. Goli (point 621), the azimuth
in relation to the church of S. Tommaso being 60°
coincides with primary mark No. XIII

TABLE 15

Primary mark No. XIII on hill 621 on Mt. Goli coincides with primary mark No. 15.
The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. XIII to primary mark No. XII is 

as follows:

Course
of the frontier 

in a straight line

XIII -XII/34
XII/34-XII/33
XII/33-XII/32
XII/32-XII/31
XII/31-XII/30
XII/30-XII/29
XII/29-XII/28
XII/28-XII/27
XII/27-XII/26
XII/26-XII/25
XII/25-XII/24
XII/24-XII/23
XII/23-XII/22
XII/22-XII/21
XH/21-XII/20

Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

104.6
38.9
55.0
23.8
29.5
71.3
33.9
34.1
23.7
26.0
11.4
16.6
17.8
33.5
13.1

Declination

244°07'
245°14'
245°21'
265°53'
229°21'
236°21'
244°52'
249°06'
2I1°45'
289°39'
230°16'
179°19'
238W252°43'
152°43'

Description of the position of the mark

XII/34 southwest of Mt. Goli
XII/33 southwest of Mt. Goli
XII/32 on a low wall southwest of Mt. Goli
XII/31 on a low wall southwest of Mt. Goli
XII/30 on a low wall southwest of Mt. Goli
XII/29 on a low wall southwest of Mt. Goli
XII/28 on a low wall southwest of Mt. Goli
XII/27 on a low wall southwest of Mt. Goli
XII/26 in a sink-hole southwest of Mt. Goli
XII/25 in a sink-hole, on a low wall southwest of Mt. Goli
XII/24 in a sink-hole, on a low wall southwest of Mt. Goli
XII/23 in a sink-hole, on a low wall southwest of Mt. Goli
XII/22 on a low wall on the southwest face of Mt. Goli
XII/21 on a low wall on the southwest face of Mt. Goli
XII/20 on a low wall on the southwest face of Mt. Goli
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Course
of the frontier 

in a straight line

XII/20-XII/19'
XII/19-XII/18 1
XII/18-XII/17 1
XII/17-XII/16'
XII/16-XII/15 1
XII/15-XH/14 1
XII/14-XII/13'
XII/13-XII/12 1
XII/12-XII/11 '
XII/ll-XII/10 1
XII/10-XII/9'
XII/9 -XII/8'
XII/8 -XII/7 1
XII/7 -XII/6 1
XII/6 -XII/5 1
XII/5 -XII/4 1

XII/4 -XII/3

XII/3 -XII/2

XH/2 -XII/1
XII/1 -XII

Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

28.0
45.1
16.5
32.9
54.2
25.6
45.2
66.6
48.3
68.8
93.7
64.7
70.6
21.4
41.6
58.4

37.2

138.4

71.3
57.8

Declination

247°13'
223°38'
188°14'
219°28'
239039-
182°47'
226°10'
22J-2J'
226°49'
236°07'
232°01'
216°06'
230°14'
253°38'
286°50'
214°37'

278°52'

228°08'

228°27'
228°31'

Description of the position of the mark

XII/19 on a low wall on the southwest face of Mt. Goli
XII/18 on a low wall on the southwest face of Mt. Goli
XII/17 on a low wall on the southwest face of Mt. Goli
XII/16 on a low wall on the southwest face of Mt. Goli
XII/15 on a low wall on the southwest face of Mt. Goli
XII/14 on a low wall on the southwest face of Mt. Goli
XII/13 on a low wall on the southwest face of Mt. Goli
XII/12 on a low wall on the southwest face of Mt. Goli
XII/1 1 on a low wall on the southwest face of Mt. Goli
XII/10 on a low wall on the southwest face of Mt. Goli
XII/9 on a low wall on the southwest face of Mt. Goli
XII/8 on a low wall on the southwest face of Mt. Goli
XII/7 on a low wall on the southwest face of Mt. Goli
XII/6 on a low wall on the southwest face of Mt. Goli
XH/5 on a low wall on the southwest face of Mt. Goli
XII/4 at the angle formed by a low wall northwest of the

Italian frontier post at Pesé
XII/3 near the carriage road northeast of the Italian fron 

tier post at Pesé
XII/2 about 95 m northeast of the Italian frontier post at

Pesé
XII/1 about 30 m east of the Italian frontier post at Pesé
XII near the right hand side of the Trieste-Erpelle/

Cosina road, about 20 m southeast of the Italian
frontier post at Pesé

1 Follows the centre line of a low wall.

TABLE 16

The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. XII to primary mark No. XI is 
as follows:

Course 
of the frontier 

in a straight line

XII -XI/33

XI/33-XI/32
XI/32-XI/31
XI/31-XI/30
XI/30-XI/29

XI/29-XI/28

XI/28-XI/27

XI/27-XI/26

XI/26-XI/25

Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

80.7

70.8
24.3
28.3
17.0

98.6

52.2

70.3

37.1

Declination

233°51'

233°50'
230°13'
254°12'
252°05'

241°52'

246°22'

237°07'

233°50'

Description of the position of the mark

XI/33 about 80 m southwest of the Italian frontier post at
Pesé

XI/32 southwest of the Italian frontier post at Pesé
XI/31 southwest of the Italian frontier post at Pesé
XI/30 southwest of the Italian frontier post at Pesé
XI/29 in a wood above the Trieste-Erpelle-Cosina railway

line
XI/28 in a wood above the Trieste-Erpelle-Cosina railway

line
XI/27 in a wood above the Trieste-Erpelle-Cosina railway

line
XI/26 on the right side of the Trieste-Erpelle-Cosina rail 

way line
XI/25 on the right side of a ditch, east of the village of

Draga S. Elia
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Course 
of the frontier 

in a straight line

XI/25-XI/24

XI/24-XI/23

XI/23-XI/22

XI/22-XI/21

XI/21-XI/20

XI/20-XI/19

XI/19-XI/18'
XI/18-XI/17'
XI/17-XI/16'
XI/16-XI/15'
XI/15-XI/14 2

XI/14-XI/13

XI/13-XI/12
XI/12-XI/11
XI/ll-XI/10
XI/10-XI/9

XI/9 -XI/8

XI/8 -XI/7

XI/7 -XI/6

XI/6 -XI/5

XI/5 -XI/4

XI/4 -XI/3

XI/3 -XI/2

XI/2 -XI/1

XI/1 -XI

2 Follows the
3 Follows the

Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

17.8

27.5

29.5

19.1

29.5

37.6

17.5
31.8
36.5
27.9
22.0

19.3

42.5
69.4
35.3
59.1

25.7

125.8

47.5

37.9

74.1

46.8

56.9

38.7

27.0

Declination

255°33'

309°22'

235°10'

296°14'

238°35'

278°24'

27P42'225°17'
244°43'
248°10'
227°47'

199°06'

229°15'
232°55'
230°43'
214°23'

220°45'

210°ir
214°53'

229=34-

234°17'

241°08'

255°09'

267°31'
.276°36'

Description of the position of the mark

XI/24 on the left side of a ditch, east of the village of Draga
S. Elia

XI/23 on the right side of a ditch, east of the village of
Draga S. Elia

XI/22 on the left side of a ditch, east of the village of Draga
S. Elia

XI/21 on the right side of a ditch, east of the village of
Draga S. Elia

XI/20 on the left side of a ditch , east of the village of Draga
S. Elia

XI/19 on the right side of a ditch, east of the village of
Draga S. Elia

XI/18 in a ditch, east of the village of Draga S. Elia
XI/17 in a ditch, east of the village of Draga S. Elia
XI/16 in a ditch, east of the village of Draga S. Elia
XI/15 in a ditch, east of the village of Draga S. Elia
XI/14 east of the village of Draga S. Elia near a carriage

road
XI/13 east of the village of Draga S. Elia near a carriage

road
XI/12 east of the village of Draga S. Elia near a crossroad
XI/11 southeast of the village of Draga S. Elia
XI/10 southeast of the village of Draga S. Elia
XI/9 about 30 m east of the Trieste-Erpelle-Cosina rail 

way line
XI/8 about 20 m east of the Trieste-Erpelle-Cosina rail 

way line
XI/7 on the right side of the Trieste-Erpelle-Cosina rail 

way line
XI/6 on the right side of the Trieste-Erpelle-Cosina rail 

way line
XI/5 on the right side of the Trieste-Erpelle-Cosina rail 

way line
XI/4 on the right side of the Trieste-Erpelle-Cosina rail 

way line
XI/3 on the right side of the Trieste-Erpelle-Cosina rail 

way line
XI/2 on the right side of the Trieste-Erpelle-Cosina rail 

way line
XI/1 on the right side of the Trieste-Erpelle-Cosina rail 

way line
XI on the right side of the Trieste-Erpelle-Cosina rail 

way line, south of the village of Draga S. Elia

centre line of the ditch and then runs in a straight line.
centre line of the ditch.
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TABLE 17

The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. XI to primary mark No. X is as 
follows:

Course
of the frontier 

in a straight Une

XI -X/33
X/33-X/32
X/32-X/31
X/31-X/30
X/30-X/29
X/29-X/28

X/28-X/27

X/27-X/26

X/26-X/25

X/25-X/24
X/24-X/23
X/23-X/22

X/22-X/21

X/21-X/20
X/20-X/19
X/19-X/18
X/18-X/17
X/17-X/16
X/16-X/15
X/15-X/14
X/14-X/13
X/13-X/12
X/12-X/11
X/ll-X/10
X/10-X/9
X/9 -X/8
X/8 -X/7
X/7 -X/6
X/6 -X/5

X/5 -X/4
X/4 -X/3
X/3 -X/2
X/2 -X/l
X/l -X

Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

81.6
18.7
78.2
51.7
51.7
42.7

4.6

11.9

73.7

24.2
76.2
25.1

22.8

97.5
61.3
91.6
34.4
12.8
28.0
45.3
66.3
82.1
43.5
85.9
58.0
53.7
71.9
48.4
63.2

33.2
39.5
35.4
51.1
31.4

Declination

237°35'
228°54'
246°24'
221°05'
238°16'
256°48'

194°33'

283°52'

228°52'

199°26'
209°50'
246°58'

216°41'

236°14'
235°34'
237°54'
236°31'
232°18'
228°21'
243°51'
244°26'
254°56'
265°12'
255°41'
254°36'
248°47'
255°02'
255°30'
254°47'

268°49'
240°27'
263°20'
249°48'
256°15'

Description of the position of the mark

X/33 on a rock northeast of the village of Botazzo
X/32 near a path northeast of the village of Botazzo
X/31 about 50 m to the right of the Botazzo stream
X/30 on the left side of the Botazzo stream
X/29 on the left side of the Botazzo stream
X/28 about 10 m southeast of the bridge to the village of

Botazzo
X/27 about 13 m southeast of the bridge to the village of

Botazzo
X/26 about 10 m southwest of the bridge to the village of

Botazzo
X/25 about 100 m southwest of the bridge to the village of

Botazzo
X/24 near the road southwest of the village of Botazzo
X/23 in a meadow southwest of the village of Botazzo
X/22 on the right side of a ditch southwest of the village of

Botazzo
X/21 on the right side of a ditch southwest of the village of

Botazzo
X/20 southwest of the village of Botazzo
X/19 southwest of the village of Botazzo
X/18 southwest of the village of Botazzo
X/17 southwest of the village of Botazzo
X/16 northeast of triangulation point 326 (Mt. Carso)
X/15 northeast of triangulation point 326 (Mt. Carso)
X/14 northeast of triangulation point 326 (Mt. Carso)
X/13 northeast of triangulation point 326 (Mt. Carso)
X/12 northeast of triangulation point 326 (Mt. Carso)
X/l 1 northeast of triangulation point 326 (Mt. Carso)
X/10 northeast of triangulation point 326 (Mt. Carso)
X/9 northeast of triangulation point 326 (Mt. Carso)
X/8 northeast of triangulation point 326 (Mt. Carso)
X/7 northeast of triangulation point 326 (Mt. Carso)
X/6 northeast of triangulation point 326 (Mt. Carso)
X/5 at the edge of a pine wood on a piece of land covered

with stones northeast of triangulation point 326
(Mt. Carso)

X/4 northeast of triangulation point 326 (Mt. Carso)
X/3 northeast of triangulation point 326 (Mt. Carso)
X/2 north of triangulation point 326 (Mt. Carso)
X/l north of triangulation point 326 (Mt. Carso)
X northwest of triangulation point 326 (Mt. Carso)
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TABLE 18

The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. X to primary mark No. IX is as 
follows:

Course 
of the frontier 

in a straight line

X -IX/62
IX/62-IX/61
IX/61-IX/60
IX/60-IX/59
IX/59-IX/58
IX/58-IX/57
IX/57-IX/56
IX/56-1X/55
IX/55-IX/54
IX/54-IX/53
IX/53-IX/52
IX/52-IX/51
IX/51-IX/50
IX/50-IX/49
IX/49-IX/48
IX/48-IX/47
IX/47-IX/46
IX/46-IX/45
IX/45-IX/44
IX/44-IX/43
IX/43-IX/42
IX/42-IX/41
IX/41-IX/40
IX/40-IX/39
IX/39-IX/38
IX/38-IX/37
IX/37-IX/36
IX/36-IX/35
IX/35-IX/34
IX/34-IX/33

IX/33-IX/32

IX/32-IX/31
IX/31-IX/30

IX/30-IX/29

IX/29-IX/28

IX/28-IX/27

IX/27-IX/26

IX/26-IX/25

IX/25-IX/24

IX/24-IX/23

Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

26.8
12.3
47.0
17.0
34.6
42.2
58.5
29.2
66.0
47.9
50.8
31.4
34.6
32.0
52.4
51.3
19.1
27.7
81.2

135.4
139.1
70.2
54.8
15.8
28.5
96.8
30.1
93.5
41.2
51.7

50.7

60.9
71.8

24.8

22.7

30.1

41.7

82.7

44.4

67.8

Declination

218°13'
234°52'
189°25'
200°04'
173°13'
204°21'
174°40'
156°06'
192°37'
19H1'174°15'
196°17'
178°11'
188°17'
209°33'
192°35'
189°57'
158°14'
163°06'
186°16'
202°08'
205° 19'
212°01'
207°32'
210°27'
194°03'
183°33'
193°49'
187°22'
208°50'

229°39'

242°00'
272°04'

271°16'

258°02'

261°24'

249°21'

259°28'

262°32'

226°22'

Description of the position of the mark

IX/62 northwest of triangulation point 326 Mt. Carso
IX/61 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/60 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/59 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/58 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/57 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/56 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/55 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/54 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/53 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/52 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/51 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/50 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/49 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/48 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/47 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/46 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/45 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/44 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/43 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/42 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/41 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/40 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/39 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/38 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/37 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/36 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IK/35 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/34 on the west face of Mt. Carso
IX/33 southeast of the church in the village of San Dorligo

della Valle
IX/32 southeast of the church in the village of S. Dorligo

della Valle
IX/31 in a wood at the end of a path
IX/30 southeast of the church in the village of S. Dorligo

della Valle
IX/29 southeast of the church in the village of S. Dorligo

della Valle
IX/28 southeast of the church in the village of S. Dorligo

della Valle
IX/27 about 125 m east of the S. Servolo-S. Dorligo della

Valle carriage road
IX/26 about 85 m east of the S. Servolo-S. Dorligo della

Valle carriage road
IX/25 on the right side of the S. Servolo-S. Dorligo della

Valle carriage road
IX/24 about 40 m west of the S. Servolo-S. Dorligo della

Valle carriage road
IX/23 about 50 m east of the S. Servolo-S. Dorligo della

Valle carriage road
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Course 
of the frontier 

in a straight line

IX/23-IX/22

IX/22-IX/21

IX/21-IX/20

IX/20-IX/19

IX/19-IX/18

IX/18-IX/17

IX/17-IX/16

IX/16-IX/15
IX/15-IX/14

IX/14-IX/13

IX/13-IX/12

IX/12-IX/11
IX/1 l-IX/10
IX/10-IX/9
IX/9 -IX/8

IX/8 -IX/7

IX/7 -IX/6

IX/6 -IX/5

IX/5 -IX/4

IX/4 -IX/3

IX/3 -IX/2

IX/2 -IX/1

IX/1 -X

Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

45.0

64.0

45.2

53.5

10.9

61.8

61.2

51.0
50.7

40.4

58.7

51.3
42.6
37.9
49.1

24.8

46.8

63.7

66.1

38.2

34.5

15.7

21.3

Declination

256°35'

217°16'

221°27'

219°38'

255°13'

247°33'

248°35'

248°35'
249°19'

245°04'

235°04'

224°09'
211°21'
178°00'
180°55'

177°09'

222°57'

212°01'

228°56'

243°27'

207°54'

229°54'

265°21'

Description of the position of the mark

IX/22 on the right side of the S. Servolo-S. Dorligo délia
Valle carriage road

IX/21 on the right side of the S. Servolo-S. Dorligo della
Valle carriage road

IX/20 on the right side of the S. Servolo-S. Dorligo della
Valle carriage road

IX/19 on the right side of the S. Servolo-S. Dorligo della
Valle carriage road

IX/18 in a wood to the left of the S. Servolo-S. Dorligo
della Valle carriage road

IX/17 about 65 m west of the S. Servoio-S. Dorligo della
Valle carriage road

IX/16 about 125 m west of the S. Servolo-S. Dorligo della
Valle carriage road

IX/1 5 about 29 m to the left of a ditch
IX/1 4 about 160 m north of the Yugoslav frontier post at

S. Servolo
IX/13 about 150 m north of the Yugoslav frontier post at

S. Servolo
IX/12 about 100 m northwest of the Yugoslav frontier post

at S. Servolo
IX/11 about 135 m north of the S. Servolo crossing
IX/10 about 90 m north of the S. Servolo crossing
IX/9 about 50 m north of the S. Servolo crossing
IX/8 about 80 m southwest of the Yugoslav frontier post

at S. Servolo
IX/7 about 1 00 m southwest of the Yugoslav frontier post

at S. Servolo
IX/6 about 150 m southwest of the Yugoslav frontier post

at S. Servolo
IX/5 about 350 m east of the Italian frontier post at S. Ser 

volo
IX/4 about300meastoftheItalianfrontierpostatS. Ser 

volo
IX/3 about 250 m east of the Italian frontier post at S . Ser 

volo
IX/2 about 250 m southeast of the Italian frontier post at

S. Servolo
IX/1 about 250 m southeast of the Italian frontier post at

S. Servolo
IX about 200 m southeast of the Italian frontier post at

S. Servolo

TABLE 19
The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. IX to primary mark No. VIII is 

as follows:

Course 
of the frontier 

in a straight line

IX -VIII/38 
VIII/38-VIII/37

Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

47.5 
41.4

Declination

186°32' 
182°31'

Description of the position of the mark

VIII/38 northeast of the village of Prebenico 
VIII/37 northeast of the village of Prebenico
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Count
of the frontier 

in a straight line

VIII/37-VIII/36
VIII/36-VIII/35

VIII/35-VIII/34
VIII/34-VIII/33
VIII/33-VIII/32
VIII/32-VIII/31
VIII/31-VIH/30
VIII/30-VIII/29
VIII/29-VIII/28
VIII/28-VIII/27
VIII/27-VIII/26
VIII/26-VIII/25
VIII/25-VIII/24
VIII/24-VIII/23
VIII/23-VIII/22
VIII/22-VIII/21
VIII/21-VIII/20
VIII/20-VIII/19
VIII/19-VIII/18
VIII/18-VIII/17
VIII/17-VIII/16
VIII/16-VIII/15
VIII/15-VIII/14
VIII/14-VIII/13
VIII/13-VIII/12
VIII/12-VHI/11
VIII/ll-VIII/10
VIII/10-VIII/9
VIII/9 -VIII/8
VIII/8 -VIII/7
VIII/7 -VIII/6
VIII/6 -VIII/5
VIII/5 -VIII/4
VIII/4 -VIII/3
VIII/3 -VIII/2
VIII/2 -VIII/1

VIII/1 -VIII

Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

16.7
14.3

66.2
40.9
13.5
9.5

24.8
16.6
15.5
48.0
27.3
35.6
64.0
37.9
22.3
38.9
62.0
39.3
64.9
68.2
15.0
13.0
39.2
36.5
46.6
36.1
34.1
61.0
34.7
45.3
92.3
71.2
59.6
59.1
88.4
83.6

84.3

Declination

207°01'
171°30'

17H6'145°54'
180°10'
154°08'
198°24'
186°42'
136°57'
168°19'
179°30'
245°12'
148°13'
165°31'
227°36'
314°30'
288°05'
267°45'
271°03'
119°36'
120°41'
201°42'
257°37'
276°31'
260°26'
280°31'
282°22'
247°07'
247°57'
245°17'
249°03'
250°57'
248°37'
254°14'
246°16'
246°08'

247=02'

Description of the position of the mark

VIII/36 northeast of the village of Prebenico
VIII/35 in a pine wood northeast of the village of Prebe 

nico
VIII/34 northeast of the village of Prebenico
VIII/33 northeast of the village of Prebenico
VIII/32 east of the village of Prebenico
VIII/3 1 east of the village of Prebenico
VIII/30 east of the village of Prebenico
VIII/29 east of the village of Prebenico
VIII/28 east of the village of Prebenico
VIII/27 southeast of the village of Prebenico
VIII/26 southeast of the village of Prebenico
VIII/25 on the right side of the Prebenico road
VIII/24 on the right side of the Prebenico road
VIII/23 on the right side of the Prebenico road
VIII/22 on the right side of the Prebenico road
VIII/2 1 on the right side of the Prebenico road
VIII/20 on the right side of the Prebenico road
VIII/19 on the right side of the Prebenico road
VIII/18 on the right side of the Prebenico road
VIII/17 on the right side of the Prebenico road
VIII/16 on the right side of the Prebenico road
VIII/15 on the right side of the Prebenico road
VIII/14 on the right side of the Prebenico road
VIII/13 on the right side of the Prebenico road
VIII/12 on the right side of the Prebenico road
VIII/1 1 on the right side of the Prebenico road
VIII/10 on the right side of the Prebenico road
VIII/9 about 70 m southwest of the Prebenico road
VIII/8 about 590 m east of the Italian frontier post at Ospo
VIII/7 about 540 m east of the Italian frontier post at Ospo
VIII/6 about 440 m east of the Italian frontier post at Ospo
VIII/5 about 370 m east of the Italian frontier post at Ospo
VIII/4 about 310m east of the Italian frontier post at Ospo
VIII/3 about 250 m east of the Italian frontier post at Ospo
VIII/2 about 200 m east of the Italian frontier post at Ospo
VIII/1 about 120 m southeast of the Italian frontier post at

Ospo
VIII about 80 m southeast of the Italian frontier post at

Ospo

TABLE 20

The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. VIII to primary mark No. VII is 
as follows:

Course
of the frontier 

in a straight line

VIII -VII/10 
VII/10-VII/9

Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

84.2 
57.3

Declination

272°44' 
266°45'

Description of the position of the mark

VII/10 about 60 m east of the bridge over the Ospo stream 
VII/9 about 15 m northeast of the bridge over the Ospo 

stream
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Course
of the frontier

in a straight line

VII/9 -VII/8
VII/8 -VII/7

VII/7 -VII/6

VII/6 -VII/5

VII/5 -VII/4
VII/4 -VII/3
VII/3 -VII/2
VII/2 -Vim
VII/1 -VII

Distance 
in metres
between
marks

5.5
107.4

118.4

84.9

169.9
47.5
44.2

126.4
206.8

Declination

246°50'
268°01'

269°08'

267°43'

268°59'
268°00'
270°45'
269°13'
269°26'

VII/8
VII/7

VII/6

VII/5

VII/4
VII/3
VII/2
VII/1
VII

Description of the position of the mark

about 10m north of the bridge over the Ospo stream
about 100 m west of the bridge over the Ospo
stream
about 220 m west of the bridge over the Ospo
stream
in a wood about 300 m west of the bridge over the
Ospo stream
in a wood east of triangulation point 588
about 380 m east of triangulation point 588
about 330 m east of triangulation point 588
about 210 m east of triangulation point 588
about 8 m northeast of triangulation point 588

TABLE 21

The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. VII to primary mark No. VI is 
as follows:

Course 
of the frontier 

in a straight line

VII -VI/ll 
VI/ll-VI/10 
VI/10-VI/9 
VI/9 -VI/8
VI/8 -VI/7
VI/7 -VI/6
VI/6 -VI/5 
VI/5 -VI/4
VI/4 -VI/3 
VI/3 -VI/2 
VI/2 -VI/1 
VI/1 -VI

Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

27.2 
113.2 
102.1 
144.0
185.6
88.2

145.2 
99.6
81.9 

163.9 
25.2 
39.0

Declination

264°53' 
265°08' 
265°15' 
265°18'
265°20'
265°17'
265°19' 
265°25'
265°15' 
265°13' 
264°34' 
265°46'

Description of the position of the mark

VI/1 1 about 25 m west of triangulation point 588 
VI/10 about 150 m west of triangulation point 588 
VI/9 about 250 m west of triangulation point 588 
VI/8 about 420 m east of the Menariolo stream
VI/7 about 240 m east of the Menariolo stream
VI/6 about 150 m east of the Menariolo stream
VI/5 on the right side of the Menariolo stream 
VI/4 in a wood about 1 00 m west of the Menariolo stream
VI/3 in a wood about 230 m east of triangulation point 589 
VI/2 about 65 m east of triangulation point 589 
VI/1 about 40 m east of triangulation point 589 
VI about 4 m south of triangulation point 589

TABLE 22

The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. VI to primary mark No. V is as 
follows:

Course
of the frontier

in a straight line

Distance
in metres
between
marks Declination Description of the position of the mark

VI -V/18 79.0 279°34' V/l8 about 80 m west of triangulation point 589 
V/18-V/17 124.1 279°31' V/17 on the left side of the carriage road between Plavia

Montedoro and Cada Colombar, about 200 m west of
triangulation point 589

V/17-V/16 49.4 279°29' V/16 about 250 m west of triangulation point 589 
V/16-V/15 86.5 279°30' V/15 about 5 m west of the carriage road, in a wood
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Course 
of thf frontier 

in a straight line

V/15-V/14
V/14-V/13

V/13-V/12
V/12-V/11
V/l l-V/10
V/10-V/9
V/9 -V/8
V/8 -V/7

V/7 -V/6
V/6 -V/5

V/5 -V/4

V/4 -V/3
V/3 -V/2

V/2 -V/l

V/l -V

Distance 
in mètres 
between 
marks

138.5
75.0

24.5
11.4

117.2
28.7
25.3
39.8

36.2
37.3

46.6

71.9
81.6

70.3

119.1

Declination

279°25'
279°32'

254°55'
343°41'
279°33'
166°17'
256°46'
344°06'

279°37'
279°24'

41°02'

294°34'
285°14'

170°34'

279°31'

Description of the position of the mark

V/14 about 70 m east of the Plavia Montedoro-Trieste road
V/13 on the left side of the Plavia Montedoro-Trieste road,

about 10 m southeast of the Samez residence
V/l 2 about 20 m southwest of the Samez residence
V/l 1 about 20 m west of the Samez residence
V/10 about 10 m east of the Eller residence
V/9 about 15 m southeast of the Eller residence
V/8 about 20 m southwest of the Eller residence
V/7 on the axis of the carriage road west of the Eller

residence
V/6 about 50 m west of the Eller residence
V/5 on the right side of the Albaro Vescovà-Aquilinia

carriage road, about 25 m east of the Zacchi resi 
dence

V/4 on the right side of the Albaro Vescovà-Aquilinia
carriage road, about 80 m northeast of the Zacchi
residence

V/3 about 100 m north of the Zacchi residence
V/2 on the right side of a stream about 1 30 m northwest of

the Zacchi residence
V/l on the right side of a stream about 60 m northwest of

the Zacchi residence
V on the left side of the Trieste- Albaro Vescovà road

TABLE 23

The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. V to primary mark No. IV is as 
follows:

Course
of the frontier 

in a straight line

Distance
in metres
between
marks Declination Description of the position of the mark

V -IV/18 30.8 279°26' IV/18 on a stone wall about 40 m southwest of the Italian
frontier post at Albaro Vescovà 

IV/18-IV/17 50.0 185°22' IV/17 on a stone wall about 40 m southwest of the Italian
frontier post at Albaro Vescovà

IV/17-IV/16 61.0 280°43' IV/16 about 10 m east of the Pecchiari residence 
IV/16-IV/15 41.6 192°09' IV/15 about 50 m south of the Pecchiari residence 
IV/15-IV/14 34.7 290°54' IV/14 about 50 m southwest of the Pecchiari residence 
IV/14-IV/13 38.6 H°51' IV/13 about 20m northwest of the Pecchiari residence 
IV/13-IV/12 126.4 279°33' IV/12 about 30 m southwest of a bridge 
IV/12-IV/11 145.1 279°47' IV/11 about 10 m to the left of the road from the frontier

post at Albaro Vescovà to the Gorlato quarry 
IV/ll-IV/10 28.2 261°27' IV/10 on the left side of the road from the Albaro Vescovà

frontier post to the Gorlato quarry 
IV/10-IV/9 75.7 257°20' IV/9 below the road from the Albaro Vescovà frontier

post to the Gorlato quarry 
IV/9 -IV/8 56.3 270°37' IV/8 below the road from the Albaro Vescovà frontier

post to the Gorlato quarry 
IV/8-IV/7 38.1 276°58' IV/7 below the road from the Albaro Vescovà frontier

post to the Gorlato quarry
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Course
of the frontier

in a straight line

IV/7 -IV/6

IV/6 -IV/5

IV/5 -IV/4

IV/4 -IV/3

IV/3 -IV/2

IV/2 -IV/1

IV/1 -IV

The course
follows:

Course
of the frontier

in a straight line

IV -HI/54

III/54-III/53

III/53-III/52
III/52-III/51
III/51-III/50
III/50-III/49
III/49-III/48
HI/48-111/47

III/47-III/46

III/46-III/45

III/45-III/44

III/44-III/43

III/43-HI/42

III/42-III/41

III/41-III/40

III/40-III/39

Distance
in metres
between
marks

84.8

116.2

128.1

127.1

129.7

93.5

25.9

Declination

289°26'

268°09'

304°53'

279°30'

279°30'

279o32 '

279°23'

Description of the position of the mark

IV/6 below the road from the Albaro Vescovà frontier
post to the Gorlato quarry

IV/5 beside the road, about 100 m southwest of the Gor 
lato quarry

IV/4 beside the carriage road, about 170 m west of the
Gorlato quarry

IV/3 about 270 m east of triangulation point 328 (Mt. Cas-
tellier)

IV/2 about 1 20 m east of triangulation point 328 (Mt . Cas-
tellier)

IV/1 on rocky ground about 30 m east of triangulation
point 328 (Mt. Castellier)

IV about 1 m east of triangulation point 328 (Mt. Cas 
tellier)

TABLE 24

of the frontier line from primary mark No. IV to primary mark No. Ill is as

Distance
in metres
between
marks

67.3

111.1

51.7
60.8
9.9

21.4
13.1
18.3

10.1

29.9

14.9

11.4

15.0

63.3

108.8

22.0

Declination

301°02'

301°07'

301°13'
300°53'
210°32'
301°19'
332°45'
293°27'

305°11'

303°56'

274°38'

278°43'

196°15'

300°57'

301°17'

277°45'

Description of the position of the mark

HI/54 about 70 m northwest of triangulation point 328
(Mt. Castellier)

HI/53 about 180 m northwest of triangulation point 328
(Mt. Castellier)

111/52 about 8 m west of the Elleri-S. Barbara road
HI/51 about 6 m southeast of the Sega residence
HI/50 about 12 m south of the Sega residence
111/49 about 15 m east of the Mercandel residence
HI/48 about 8 m northeast of the Mercandel residence
HI/47 about 50 m southeast of the Italian frontier post at

S. Barbara
HI/46 about 40 m southeast of the Italian frontier post at

S. Barbara
HI/45 about 1 1 m east of the Italian frontier post at S. Bar 

bara
111/44 about 3 m southwest of the Italian frontier post at

S. Barbara
HI/43 about 5 m southwest of the Italian frontier post at

S. Barbara
HI/42 about 20 m southwest of the Italian frontier post at

S. Barbara
IH/41 about 65 m west of the Italian frontier post at S. Bar 

bara
HI/40 about 60 m south of the bend in the Muggia-S. Bar 

bara road
HI/39 about 60 m southwest of the bend in the Muggia-

S. Barbara road
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Course 
of the frontier 

in a straight line

III/39-IH/38

III/38-III/37
III/37-III/36
III/36-III/35
III/35-III/34
III/34-III/33
III/33-III/32

1II/32-III/31
III/31-III/30 2
III/30-III/29'
III/29-III/28'
1II/28-III/27 3
III/27-III/26'

IH/26-III/25'

III/25-II1/24'

III/24-III/23'

1II/23-III/22
III/22-III/21
III/21-II1/20
III/20-III/19
III/19-III/18
III/18-III/17

III/17-III/16

III/16-III/15
III/15-IH/14
III/14-HI/13
III/13-III/12
III/12-III/11
III/11-III/lO
III/10-III/9
III/9 -III/8
III/8 -III/7
m/7 -m/6
m/6 -m/5
m/s -m/4
m/4 -m/3
m/3 -m/2
m/2 -iii/i
m/i -m

Distance 
in mètres 
between 
marks

14.2

78.4
56.5
77.9
61.7
44.3
51.1

82.5
99.9
57.5
47.4
47.7
22.7

24.1

29.1

32.4

6.2
54.3
51.5
64.9
65.2
55.2

12.2

35.8
19.6
5.5

27.9
10.5
43.1
29.7
4.9

61.3
26.4
98.8
47.1

67.7

13.9

14.7
4.4

Declination

334°54'

301°34'
301°04'
301°09'
30P07'301°02'
30H5'
300°56'
300°43'
356°44'
307°12'
355°00'
252°56'

261°16'

213°25'

185°34'

262°15'
301°02'
30P05'300°57'
259°20'
353°20'

299°54'

276°04'
270°02'
347°43'
340°04'
263°33'
317°30'
306°40'
216°10'
301°54'
299=! r301°36'
301°08'

301°20'

228°37'

320°54'
52°23'

Description of the position of the mark

HI/38 about 60 m southwest of the bend in the Muggia-
S. Barbara road

111/37 about 10 m west of the edge of a vineyard
111/36 about 15 m west of a supporting wall
111/35 west of Mt. Zuccherino
HI/34 in a vineyard west of Mt. Zuccherino
HI/33 about 280 m southeast of the Dobrigna residence
111/32 about 100 m southeast of the place where a ravine

meets the Cerei stream
111/31 to the right of the Cerei stream
HI/30 on the left bank of the Cerei stream
HI/29 on the right bank of the Cerei stream
111/28 on the left bank of the Cerei stream
HI/27 on the right bank of the Cerei stream
HI/26 about 25 m southwest of the place where a ravine

meets the Cerei stream
IH/25 on the left bank of a ravine about 100 m north of the

Dobrigna residence
HI/24 on the right bank of a ravine about 60 m north of the

Dobrigna residence
IH/23 on the left bank of a ravine about 30 m northwest of

the Dobrigna residence
111/22 about 35 m northwest of the Dobrigna residence
HI/21 about 100 m northwest of the Dobrigna residence
HI/20 about 90 m southeast of the Marsic residence
HI/19 about 25 m southeast of the Marsic residence
111/18 about 30 m southwest of the Marsic residence
111/17 about 10 m to the left of the Muggia-Premanzano

road
111/16 about 7 m to the right of the Muggia-Premanzano

road
HI/ 15 about 70 m south of the Cozlan residence
HI/14 about 60 m south of the Cozlan residence
111/13 about 50 m south of the Cozlan residence
HI/12 about 20 m southwest of the Cozlan residence
III/l 1 about 30 m southwest of the Cozlan residence
HI/10 about 110 m southeast of the Ubaldini residence
III/9 about 70 m southeast of the Ubaldini residence
HI/8 about 70 m southeast of the Ubaldini residence
HI/7 about 10 m northeast of the Ubaldini residence
IH/6 about 20 m northwest of the Ubaldini residence
HI/5 about 120 m southeast of the Mauro residence
III/4 on a stone wall about 70 m southeast of the Mauro

residence
HI/3 on a stone wall about 3 m southeast of the Mauro

residence
HI/2 on a stone wall about 15 m southwest of the Mauro

residence
HI/1 on the left side of the Muggia-Crevatini road
III on the left side of the Muggia-Crevatini road

! In a straight line and then downstream along the centre line of the Cerei stream. 
' Downstream along the centre line of either the Cerei stream or the ravine.
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TABLE 25

The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. Ill to primary mark No. II is as 
follows:

Course 
of the frontier 

in a straight line

III -11/26
II/26-II/25
II/25-II/24
II/24-II/23
II/23-II/22
II/22-II/21
II/21-II/20

II/20-II/19

II/19-II/18
II/18-II/17
II/17-II/16
II/16-II/15

II/15-II/14
II/14-II/13
II/13-II/12

II/12-II/11

II/l 1-II/10
II/10-II/9

II/9 -II/8
II/8 -II/7

II/7 -11/6

11/6 -11/5

II/5 -11/4

II/4 -11/3

11/3 -11/2

11/2 -II/l

II/l -II

Distance 
in metres 
between
marks

12.2
5.1

31.1
2.9 •

24.7
39.9
65.0

60.5

46.4
47.4
33.4

109.9 .

76.4
57.2
32.1

18.6

23.0
30.4

54.8
47.4

72.4

42.1

14.5

67.3

33.2

78.2

67.7

Declination

331°51'
349043-
320°45'
330°42'
244°58'
301°52'
301°07'

301°05'

300°56'
30H9'301°10'
301°05'

301°04'
296°04'
260°28'

265°40'

345°01'
344031-

301°05'
301°08'

288°20'

303°11'

336°32'

301°05'

301°07'

30P12'
300°55'

Description of the position of the mark

11/26 on the right side of the Muggia-Crevatini road
11/25 on the right side of the Muggia-Crevatini road
11/24 about 20 m northeast of the Bozici residence
II/23 about 25 m northeast of the Bozici residence
11/22 about 10 m northwest of the Bozici residence
11/21 about 90 m northwest of the frontier post at Cerei
H/20 next to a low wall about 150 m northwest of the Cerei

frontier post
11/19 on the right bank of a stream, about 200 m northwest

of the Cerei frontier post
H/18 below a quarry
II/17 about 60 m south of the Pisciolon stream
11/16 about 60 m south of the Pisciolon stream
11/15 near an abandoned quarry about 6 m north of the

Pisciolon stream
11/14 about 80 m southeast of the Lenardon residence
11/13 about 20 m southeast of the Lenardon residence
H/12 on a stone wall about 20 m south of the Lenardon

residence
II/l 1 at the angle formed by a stone wall about 35 m south 

west of the Lenardon residence
11/10 about 20 m west of the Lenardon residence
II/9 about 50 m northwest of the Lenardon residence, on

a path
II/8 about 100 m northwest of the Lenardon residence
II/7 about 110m southeast of the crossroads at the place

called Pisciolon
II/6 about 30 m southeast of the crossroads at the place

called Pisciolon
II/5 about 1 0 m west of the crossroads at the place called

Pisciolon
II/4 about 1 0 m north of the crossroads at the place called

Pisciolon
II/3 about 80 m northwest of the crossroads at the place

called Pisciolon
II/2 120 m northwest of the crossroads at the place called

Pisciolon
II/l about 80 m southeast of triangulation point 327

(S. Michèle)
II about 14 m east of triangulation point 327 (S. Mi 

chèle)
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TABLE 26

The course of the frontier line from primary mark No. II to primary mark No. I is as 
follows:

Course 
of the frontier 

in a straight line

II -I/37a
I/37a-I/37
I/37-I/36
I/36-I/35
I/35-I/34

I/34-I/33

I/33-I/32

I/32-I/31

1/3 1-1/30
I/30-I/29

I/29-I/28

I/28-I/27

I/27-I/26

I/26-I/25
I/25-I/24
I/24-I/23
I/23-I/22
1/22-1/21

1/2 1-1/20

I/20-I/19
I/19-I/18

I/18-I/17 2

I/17-I/16'

I/16-I/15 2
I/15-I/14
I/14-I/13
I/13-I/12
I/12-I/11
I/I 1-1/10
I/10-I/9
1/9 -1/8
1/8 -1/7
1/7 -1/6
1/6 -1/5
1/5 -1/4

1/4 -1/3
Vol. 1466. 1-24848

Distance 
in metres 
between 
marks

13.9
30.3
27.4
12.0
30.1

27.1

84.8

56.5

16.7
11.7

78.6

110.7

71.4

107.6
114.1
52.0
20.1
18.1

49.1

50.8
78.2

34.1

30.3

43.6
46.5
32.8
20.6
4.1
3.5

66.8
44.3

6.3
133.8
41.5

192.1

135.4

Declination

259e '15'
259°16'
168°46'
259°30'
324°10'

258°58'

259°01'

259°07'

259°16'
259°32'

259°12'

259°03'

259°08'

259°04'
259°08'
237°38'
281°52'
297°10'

254°35'

263°3T259°17'

259°01 '

164°30'

217°50'
284°21'
291W38°10'
309°18'
38°28'

305°37'
224°01'
301°12'
237°34'
295°27'
259°07'

259°11'

I/37a
1/37
1/36
1/35
1/34

1/33

1/32

1/31

1/30
1/29

1/28

1/27

1/26

1/25
1/24
1/23
1/22
1/21

1/20

1/19
1/18

1/17

1/16

1/15
1/14
1/13
1/12
1/11
1/10
1/9
1/8
1/7
1/6
1/5
1/4

1/3

Description of the position of the mark

coincides with triangulation point 327 (S. Michèle)
about 25 m north of the S. Michèle water tank
about 8 m southeast of the S. Michèle water tank
about 9 m southwest of the S. Michèle water tank
about 100 m west of triangulation point 327 (S. Mi 
chèle)
about 130 m west of triangulation point 327 (S. Mi 
chèle)
about 70 m east of the Italian frontier post at Chiam-
pore
about 18m southeast of the Italian frontier post at
Chiampore
on the right side of the Muggia-Albaro Vescovà road
about 20 m southwest of the Italian frontier post at
Chiampore
about 100 m west of the Italian frontier post at
Chiampore
at the end of a steep slope about 320 m east of the
Fontanot residence
at the end of a steep slope about 250 m east of the
Fontanot residence
about 150 m northeast of the Fontanot residence
about 50 m northeast of the Fontanot residence
about 20 m south of the Fontanot residence
about 18 m southwest of the Fontanot residence
at the edge of the steep slope about 50 m west of the
Fontanot residence
on a steep slope about 120 m southwest of the Fon 
tanot residence
about 160 m northeast of the Mauro residence
on the left side of a ravine about 170 m east of the
Seppili residence
on the right side of a ravine about 120 m east of the
Seppili residence
on the left side of a ravine about 150 m east of the
Seppili residence
about 100 m east of the Seppili residence
about 40 m east of the Seppili residence
about 10 m east of the Seppili residence
about 25 m east of the Seppili residence
about 25 m east of the Seppili residence
about 25 m east of the Seppili residence
about 50 m north of the Seppili residence
about 70 m west of the Seppili residence
about 70 m west of the Seppili residence
about 250 m southwest of the Seppili residence
in a fruit tree southwest of the Seppili residence
about 250 m southwest of the Ancarano-Lazzaretto
road
about 120 m east of the Ancarano-Lazzaretto road
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Course
of the frontier 

in a straight line

1/3 -1/2
1/2 -I/I
I/I -I

Distance
in metres
between 
marks

43.4
87.1
64.0

Declination

259°00'
269°21'
274°17'

1/2
I/I
I

Description of the position of the mark

about 80 m east of the Ancarano-Lazzaretto road
on the left side of the Ancarano-Lazzaretto road
on the right side of the S. Bartolomeo stream

2 In a straight line and then following the centre line of the ditch.
3 Following the centre line of the ditch.

ANNEX II

Annex II comprises the following topographical map segments: 1 
Map of Italy on a scale of 1:50,000 of the Military Geographic Institute
— Sheet No. 088 Gorizia (Edition 1. 1967)
— Sheet No. 109 Grado (Edition 1. 1968)
— Sheet No. 110 Trieste (Edition 1. 1967)
— Sheet No. 131 Caresana (Edition 1. 1967)

ANNEX III

The maritime frontier line starts in the bay of S. Bartolomeo at primary mark No. 1, 
situated on the right bank at the mouth of the S. Bartolomeo stream at its mouth, the grid 
values in the two systems being:

x = 5049835,77 /,,,-, x= 5050841,75 \ .,y = 2420416,77 \ Italian system y= 5400753,47 / Yugoslav system

aid is determined by the great circle arcs between the following points:

Italian co-ordinates Yugoslav co-ordinates 
Points Map No. 39 Map No. 100-15

1 Lat. 45° 35', 65 N Lat. 45° 35', 70 N 
Long. 13° 43', 15 E Long. 13° 43', 40 E

2 Lat. 45° 35', 90 N Lat. 45° 35', 95 N 
Long. 13° 42', 75 E Long. 13° 43', 00 E

3 Lat. 45° 37', 80 N Lat. 45° 37', 91 N 
Long. 13° 37', 80 E Long. 13° 38', 00 E

4 Lat. 45° 32', 70 N Lat. 45° 32', 80 N 
Long. 13° 18', 75 N Long. 13° 19', 00 E

5 Lat. 45° 27', 20 N Lat. 45° 27', 20 N 
Long. 13° 12', 70 E Long. 13° 12', 90 E

The aforesaid co-ordinates are represented graphically on Italian map No. 39 of the 
Italian Navy Hydrographie Institute, scale 1:100,000, Third Edition, March 1962, reissued 
in July 1974 and updated in the "Notice to Mariners", No. 42, 1974, and on Yugoslav 
nautical map No. 100-15 of the Yugoslav Navy Hydrographie Institute, scale 1:100,000, 
New Edition, June 1971, reissued in July 1974 and updated in the "Notice to Mariners", 
No. 22, 1974.

' See insert in a pocket at the end of this volume.
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ANNEX IV

Annex IV consists of the following topographical map segment :'
Map of the Navy Hydrographie Institute — Genoa, April 1943 — Third Edition, March 

1962
Northern Adriatic from Punta Tagliamento to Pola (updated in Fascicle of 4-5 No 

vember 1974)

EXCHANGES OF LETTERS

THE MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
OF THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC

Osimo, Ancona, 10 November 1975 

Sir,
With reference to article 2 of the Treaty signed on today's date, by which the 

frontier between the two States in the Gulf of Trieste has been permanently fixed, 
I have the honour to confirm the following:

In delimiting the territorial waters in the Gulf of Trieste, each Party took into 
account the principles deriving from the Geneva Convention on the Territorial Sea 
and the Contiguous Zone of 29 April 1958. 2

On that occasion, the Italian Party made known its intention of drawing the 
straight baselines in the Adriatic Sea and publishing them in the manner provided 
for in the above said Convention.

I would appreciate your taking note of the foregoing. 
Accept, Sir, etc.

M. RUMOR

His Excellency Mr. Milos Minic
Vice-Président of the Federal Executive Council 

and Federal Secretary for Foreign Affairs 
of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia

1 See insert in a pocket at the end of this volume. 
: United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 516, p. 205.
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lia

THE VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL EXECUTIVE COUNCIL AND FEDERAL 
SECRETARY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE SOCIALIST FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 
YUGOSLAVIA

Osimo, Ancona, 10 November 1975

Sir,
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter which reads as 

follows:

[See letter I a]

I have the honour to confirm that I have taken note of the foregoing. 
Accept, Sir, etc.

M. MINIC

His Excellency Mr. Mariano Rumor 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 

of the Italian Republic

Ib

THE VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL EXECUTIVE COUNCIL AND FEDERAL 
SECRETARY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE SOCIALIST FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 
YUGOSLAVIA

Osimo, Ancona, 10 November 1975 

Sir,
With reference to article 3 of the Treaty signed on today's date, I have the 

honour to confirm the following:
My Government undertakes to release from Yugoslav nationality members of 

the Italian minority (of the Italian ethnic group) referred to in article 3 of the 
Treaty who, at the time of the entry into force of the Treaty, have their permanent 
residence in Yugoslav territory and who, within one year from the date of the 
entry into force of the said Treaty, express, through the Yugoslav authorities, who 
shall notify the Italian authorities accordingly, their intention to move to Italy and 
with respect to whom the Italian Government informs the Yugoslav Government 
that it considers them to be members of the Italian minority (of the Italian ethnic 
group) and recognizes that they have Italian nationality.

Within three months from the date on which they have been notified of their 
release from Yugoslav nationality, such persons must leave the territory of the
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Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and shall be deemed to have lost 
Yugoslav nationality as of the date on which they move.

Accept, Sir, etc.

M. MINIC

His Excellency Mr. Mariano Rumor 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 

of the Italian Republic

Ub

THE MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
OF THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC

Osimo, Ancona, 10 November 1975 

Sir,
With reference to article 3 of the Treaty signed on today's date, I have the 

honour to confirm the following:

My Government undertakes to recognize the acquisition of Yugoslav nation 
ality by persons belonging to the Yugoslav ethnic group (of the Yugoslav minor 
ity) referred to in article 3 of the Treaty who, at the time of the entry into force of 
the Treaty, have their permanent residence in Italian territory and who, within 
one year from the date of the entry into force of the said Treaty, express through 
the Italian authorities, who shall notify the Yugoslav authorities accordingly, their 
intention to move to Yugoslavia and with respect to whom the Yugoslav 
Government informs the Italian Government that it considers them to be members 
of the Yugoslav ethnic group (of the Yugoslav minority) and recognizes that they 
have Yugoslav nationality.

Within three months from the date on which they have received the 
communication notifying them that they have been granted Yugoslav nationality, 
such persons must leave the territory of the Italian Republic and shall be deemed 
to have lost Italian nationality as of the date on which they move.

Accept, Sir, etc.

M. RUMOR

His Excellency Mr. Milos Minic 
Vice-Président of the Federal Executive Council

and Federal Secretary for Foreign Affairs
of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
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le

THE MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
OF THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC

Osimo, Ancona, 10 November 1975

Sir,
With reference to article 3 of the Treaty signed on today's date, I have the 

honour to inform you of the following:

Persons who leave Italian territory on the basis of the aforesaid article shall, 
after payment of any debts or taxes for which they may be liable in that territory, 
be authorized to take their movable property with them or to sell it and to transfer 
any funds in their possession, provided that such property and such funds were 
acquired legally. The transfer of property shall not be subject to any export or 
import duty.

The transfer of property shall be made on conditions and within time-limits to 
be established by mutual agreement during the negotiations provided for in arti 
cle 4 of the Treaty. The conditions and the time-limit for the transfer of funds, 
including proceeds from the sale of movable and immovable property, shall also 
be established during the same negotiations.

Accept, Sir, etc.

M. RUMOR

His Excellency Mr. Milos Minic 
Vice-Président of the Federal Executive Council

and Federal Secretary for Foreign Affairs
of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia

He

THE VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL EXECUTIVE COUNCIL AND FEDERAL 
SECRETARY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE SOCIALIST FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 
YUGOSLAVIA

Osimo, Ancona, 10 November 1975

Sir,
I have the honour to inform you that I have taken note of the content of your 

letter which reads as follows:

[See letter I c]
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I have the honour to confirm that my Government is in agreement with the 
foregoing.

Accept, Sir, etc.

R. MIMIC

His Excellency Mr. Mariano Rumor 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 

of the Italian Republic

Id

THE MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
OF THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC

Osimo, Ancona, 10 November 1975 

Sir,
With reference to article 3 of the Treaty between our two countries signed 

today, and notwithstanding its provisions, I have the honour to communicate to 
you the following:

Persons who, on the basis of the exchange of letters regarding nationality, are 
no longer of Yugoslav nationality and move to Italy shall be regarded, for the 
purposes of Italian legislation, as not having lost Italian nationality.

Accept, Sir, etc.

M. RUMOR

His Excellency Mr. Milos Minic
Vice-Président of the Federal Executive Council 

and Federal Secretary for Foreign Affairs 
of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia

II d

THE VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL EXECUTIVE COUNCIL AND FEDERAL 
SECRETARY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE SOCIALIST FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 
YUGOSLAVIA

Osimo, Ancona, 10 November 1975 

Sir,
I have the honour to confirm receipt of your letter which reads as follows:

[See letter I d]
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I have the honour to inform you that my Government has no objection to the 
above.

Accept, Sir, etc.
M. MIMIC

His Excellency Mr. Mariano Rumor 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 

of the Italian Republic

le
THE VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL EXECUTIVE COUNCIL AND FEDERAL 

SECRETARY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE SOCIALIST FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 
YUGOSLAVIA

Osimo, Ancona, 10 November 1975 
Sir,

With reference to article 4 of the Treaty signed on today's date, I have the 
honour to inform you that my Government is ready to grant the treatment 
envisaged in that article to immovable property belonging to persons who, on the 
basis of the second and third paragraphs of article 3 of the Treaty, leave Yugoslav 
territory without having disposed of their immovable property.

Such persons shall, after payment of any debts or taxes for which they may 
be liable in the territory from which they move, be authorized to take their 
movable property with them or to sell it and to transfer any funds in their 
possession, provided that such property and such funds were acquired legally. 
The transfer of property shall not be subject to any export or import duty.

The transfer of property to Italy shall be made on conditions and within time- 
limits to be established by mutual agreement during the negotiations provided for 
in article 4 of the Treaty. The conditions and the time-limits for the transfer of 
funds, including proceeds from sales, shall also be established during the same 
negotiations.

Accept, Sir, etc.
M. MINIC

His Excellency Mr. Mariano Rumor 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 

of the Italian Republic

lie
THE MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

OF THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC

Osimo, Ancona, 10 November 1975 
Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that I have taken note of the content of your 
letter which reads as follows:

[See letter I e]
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I have the honour to confirm that my Government is in agreement with the 
foregoing.

Accept, Sir, etc.
M. RUMOR

His Excellency Mr. Milos Minic 
Vice-Président of the Federal Executive Council

and Federal Secretary for Foreign Affairs
of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia

If
THE MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

OF THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC

Osimo, Ancona, 10 November 1975 
Sir,

With reference to article 5 of the Treaty signed on today's date, I have the 
honour to confirm to you that we agree to the following:

In order to ensure the continuity of social security and retirement payments, 
the two Parties shall, pending the entry into force of the future agreement 
provided for in article 5, proceed in the following manner:
(a) In the case of persons who by virtue of article 3 move to the territory of the 

other Party, social security and retirement benefits shall be paid to them in 
advance by the social security institution of the Party to whose territory they 
have moved;

(b) In the case of persons who are in that part of the territory referred to'in arti 
cle 21 of the Treaty of Peace with Italy of 10 February 1947 that lies within the 
boundaries of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and towards whom 
Italian social security institutions have obligations, those institutions shall 
transfer to Yugoslav social security institutions the amounts corresponding to 
the said obligations, on the understanding that the Yugoslav social security 
institutions shall pay those amounts to recipients;

(c) In the case of persons who are in that part of the territory referred to in arti 
cle 21 of the Treaty of Peace with Italy of 10 February 1947 that lies within the 
boundaries of the Italian Republic and towards whom Yugoslav social 
security institutions have obligations, those institutions shall transfer to 
Italian social security institutions the amounts corresponding to the said 
obligations, on the understanding that the Italian social security institutions 
shall pay those amounts to recipients.
Accept, Sir, etc.

M. RUMOR
His Excellency Mr. Milos Minic
Vice-Président of the Federal Executive Council 

and Federal Secretary for Foreign Affairs 
of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
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II/

THE VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL EXECUTIVE COUNCIL AND FEDERAL 
SECRETARY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE SOCIALIST FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 
YUGOSLAVIA

Osimo, Ancona, 10 November 1975

Sir,
With reference to article 5 of the Treaty signed on today's date, I have the 

honour to confirm to you that we agree to the following:

[See letter I f ] 

Accept, Sir, etc.

M. MINIC

His Excellency Mr. Mariano Rumor 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 

of the Italian Republic

THE VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL EXECUTIVE COUNCIL AND FEDERAL 
SECRETARY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE SOCIALIST FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 
YUGOSLAVIA

Osimo, Ancona, 10 November 1975 

Sir,
I have the honour to inform you of the following:

The terms "minority" and "ethnic group" appearing in the text of the Treaty 
and its annexes shall be translated in the Yugoslav languages by the term meaning 
"minority".

Accept, Sir, etc.

M. MINIC

His Excellency Mr. Mariano Rumor 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 

of the Italian Republic
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II*

THE MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
OF THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC

Osimo, Ancona, 10 November 1975 

Sir,
I have the honour to inform you of the following:
The terms "minority" and "ethnic group" appearing in the text of the Treaty 

and its annexes shall be translated in Italian by the term meaning "ethnic group".
Accept, Sir, etc.

M. RUMOR

His Excellency Mr. Milos Minic
Vice-Président of the Federal Executive Council 

and Federal Secretary for Foreign Affairs 
of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia

FINAL ACT

At the close of negotiations between the delegations of the Italian Republic 
and of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, the Plenipotentiaries of the 
two Governments have today signed at Osimo, Ancona:
1. A Treaty between the two countries with ten annexes;
2. An Agreement on the development of economic co-operation between the 

two countries, with four annexes.
The two agreements shall be ratified as soon as possible in accordance with 

the constitutional procedures in force in the two countries. The instruments of 
ratification of the two agreements shall be exchanged on the same date and the 
two agreements shall enter into force simultaneously on the day of the exchange 
of the instruments of ratification.

DONE at Osimo, Ancona, on 10 November 1975, in two original copies in the 
French language.

M. RUMOR M. MINIC
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